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Abstract
We have implemented a real-time time-dependent density-functional
theory (RT-TDDFT) algorithm within the Siesta method. Building
on the basic infrastructure of Siesta we integrate the time-dependent
Kohn-Sham equations using the Crank-Nicolson method. Crank-
Nicolson integration and other complementary operations are per-
formed in parallel, allowing for the possibility of simulating systems of
thousands of atoms. The parallel matrix distribution and manipulation
is handled by the ScaLAPACK package, and interfaced to Siesta
with the newly-developed MatrixSwitch wrapper package. Parallel
scalability tests for our new implementation are performed on a system
of 5000 atoms, showing a good scaling up to 316 processes.
The direction and impact parameter dependence of electronic stop-
ping power, along with its velocity threshold behavior, is investigated
in a prototypical small band gap semiconductor. We calculate the
electronic stopping power of H in Ge, a semiconductor with relatively
low packing density, using RT-TDDFT. The calculations are carried
out in channeling conditions with di↵erent impact parameters and
in di↵erent crystal directions, for projectile velocities ranging from
0.05 to 0.6 atomic units. The satisfactory comparison with available
experiments supports the results and conclusions beyond experimental
reach. The calculated electronic stopping power is found to be di↵er-
ent in di↵erent crystal directions; however, strong impact parameter
dependence is observed only in one of these directions. The distinct
velocity threshold observed in experiments is well reproduced, and its
non-trivial relation with the band gap follows a perturbation theory
argument surprisingly well. This simple model is also successful in
explaining why di↵erent density functionals give the same threshold
even with substantially di↵erent band gaps.
The electronic stopping power of He in Ge is studied within the
same framework. Apart from a reasonable agreement with the known
experimental results it reproduces the H/He e↵ect observed in jellium
models at low electronic densities.
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The energy loss to electrons in self-irradiated nickel, a paradigmatic
transition metal, is studied. Di↵erent core states are explicitly included
in the simulations to understand their involvement in the dissipation
mechanism. The experimental data are well reproduced in the projectile
velocity range of 1.0   12.0 atomic units. The core electrons of the
projectile are found to open additional dissipation channels as the
projectile velocity increases. The systematic, explicit, and flexible
inclusion of the core states reveals that almost all of the energy loss
is accounted for within this first principles approach. Core electrons
as deep as 2s are treated explicitly and are found to be necessary to
account for the ion energy loss at relatively high projectile velocities.
The electronic stopping power of self-irradiated W further confirms
the role of core states in accounting for the extremely high electronic
stopping values of the transition and heavy metals.
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Resumen
El paso ra´pido de iones a trave´s de un sistema de materia conden-
sada constituye un problema cua´ntico de muchos cuerpos dependiente
del tiempo. La complejidad del problema hace que sea extremadamente
dif´ıcil encontrar una descripcio´n exacta del mismo. Para resolver el
problema se han aplicado varios modelos que siendo cuantitativamente
precisos propocionan un grado de e´xito variable. En primer lugar,
describimos el problema general de la interaccio´n radiacio´n-materia,
sus antecedentes, la bibliograf´ıa en el campo de la interaccio´n radiacio´n-
materia, y campos asociados tales como el estudio del consiguiente
dan˜o por radiacio´n. Cuando un io´n de movimiento ra´pido penetra
a trave´s de un so´lido, pierde energ´ıa a trave´s de diferentes mecanis-
mos tales como excitaciones electro´nicas en el objetivo, ionizacio´n del
proyectil, movimiento y desplazamiento de los iones objetivo, emisio´n
de radiacio´n y reacciones qu´ımicas o nucleares. Estos mecanismos son
extremadamente complicados y la importancia de cada proceso var´ıa de-
pendiendo del material objetivo, del tipo de proyectil, y especialmente
del rango de energ´ıa. Sin embargo, la pe´rdida de energ´ıa asociada
a excitaciones electro´nicas, caracterizada como el poder de parada
(stopping power) electro´nico, es con diferencia el mecanismo ma´s domi-
nante e importante. Los primeros modelos de poder de parada debidos
a Bohr, Bethe y Bloch presentaban una validez limitada para iones
ligeros en re´gimen de alta velocidad. El re´gimen de baja velocidad fue
particularmente desafiante ya que en ese rango, los efectos cua´nticos
se vuelven significantes. Los modelos basados en respuesta lineal del
gas de electrones libre, aunque fueron un importante paso adelante,
solo tuvieron e´xito en la descripcio´n de los feno´menos de parada para
iones ligeros e intermedios en metales simples en el re´gimen de baja
velocidad. Dado que en el modelo del gas de electrones se aproxima
el material objetivo por un gas de electrones, los efectos del entorno
ato´mico en el poder de parada se ignoran. Adema´s, las caracter´ısticas
f´ısicas como el band gap en aislantes y semiconductores, la polarizacio´n
de los electrones del nu´cleo, y la estructura electro´nica detallada del
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proyectil son excluidos en dichos modelos limitando su alcance. Se han
dado numerosos intentos de modelar teo´ricamente la interaccio´n de
part´ıculas penetrantes cargadas con el material objetivo. Sin embargo,
no existe un modelo teo´rico u´nico, sino diferentes modelos cuyo grado
de e´xito var´ıa en reg´ımenes espec´ıficos, en general caracterizados por
el nu´mero ato´mico y velocidad del proyectil.
En los u´ltimos 10 an˜os, la teoria del functional de la densidad
dependiente del tiempo en tiempo real (RT-TDDFT) se ha aplicado
con e´xito al problema de poder de parada electro´nico en metales y
aislantes. Sin embargo, la mayor´ıa de los estudios previos basados
en RT-TDDFT se han limitado a proyectiles simples (H, He), bajas
energ´ıas de proyectil y sobre todo elementos objetivo ma´s ligeros con
baja parada electro´nica. La inclusio´n de electrones expl´ıcitos se ha lim-
itado a electrones de valencia y, en algunos casos, a estados semi-core,
mientras que el resto del nu´cleo permanece congelado y es descrito por
un pseudopotential. En esta tesis hemos abordado la implementacio´n
paralela de RT-TDDFT dentro del formalismo de combinacio´n lineal
de orbitales ato´micos (LCAO). Adema´s, hemos utilizado RT-TDDFT
(utilizando tanto el enfoque LCAO como el de ondas planas) para
estudiar el problema de parada en un semiconductor representativo
con iones simples como H y He en el re´gimen de baja velocidad as´ı
como en metales de transicio´n autoirradiados como Ni y W en un
rango completo de velocidades. Con el paso de los n˜os, un a´rea donde
la TDDFT se ha aplicado con bastante e´xito es la espectroscop´ıa. Se
asume una perturbacio´n de´bil pero espectralmente ancha para evitar
efectos no lineales y capturar todas las posibles excitaciones. Una re-
spuesta dependiente del tiempo tal como un dipolo ele´ctrico se calcula
para un tiempo dado, que a su vez se usa para deducir el espectro
del sistema. Este formalismo de dominio de frecuencia tambie´n se
conoce como el enfoque de respuesta lineal. Sin embargo, a pesar
de su e´xito, este formalismo no se puede aplicar a sistemas sujetos a
fuertes perturbaciones. Dichos sistemas incluyen pulsos de la´ser de
alta intensidad o colisiones de part´ıculas ra´pidas cargadas. El formal-
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ismo de dominio de frecuencia tampoco es aplicable cuando se desea
seguir la dina´mica en tiempo real del sistema, por ejemplo, la inter-
accio´n radiacio´n-materia y la dina´mica del plasmo´n. El formalismo
RT-TDDFT, sin embargo, permite seguir la dina´mica de electrones en
tiempo real y es capaz de capturar la respuesta en todos los o´rdenes
y los efectos de muchos cuerpos. Adema´s, se puede combinar con la
dina´mica de iones para realizar dina´micas simulta´neas de tipo ion-
electro´n. Nosotros hemos implementado un algoritmo RT-TDDFT
dentro del me´todo Siesta. Sobre la infraestructura ba´sica de SIESTA
integramos las Ecuaciones de Kohn-Sham dependientes del tiempo
en LCAO utilizando el me´todo de Crank-Nicolson. La integracio´n de
Crank-Nicolson y otras operaciones complementarias son realizadas en
paralelo, lo que permite la posibilidad de simular sistemas de miles de
a´tomos. La distribucio´n de la matriz en paralelo y su manipulacio´n
es manejada por el paquete ScaLAPACK e interconectada con Siesta
con el nuevo paquete MatrixSwitch. Las pruebas de escalabilidad en
paralelo de nuestra nueva implementacio´n se realizaron en un sistema
de 5000 a´tomos, mostrando un buen escalado hasta 316 procesadores.
Hemos utilizado la implementacio´n RT-TDDFT en Siesta junto con
qb@ll, un co´digo DFT basado en ondas planas y RT-TDDFT para
calcular el poder de parada electro´nico. La dependencia del poder de
parada electro´nico de los para´metros de direccio´n e impacto, junto
con su comportamiento en el umbral de velocidad, se investiga en un
semiconductor protot´ıpico de banda prohibida pequen˜a. Calculamos
el poder de parada electro´nico de H en Ge, un semiconductor con
relativamente baja densidad de empaquetamiento, usando teor´ıa de la
densidad del funcional dependiente del tiempo que evoluciona tempo-
ralmente. Los ca´lculos se llevan a cabo en condiciones de canalizacio´n
con diferentes para´metros de impacto y en diferentes direcciones del
cristal para velocidades del proyectil en el rango de 0.05 a 0.6 unidades
ato´micas. La satisfactoria comparacio´n con los resultados experimen-
tales disponibles apoya los resultados y conclusiones. Encontramos
que el poder de parada electro´nico calculado es diferente para las
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diferentes direcciones cristalinas, sin embargo, la fuerte dependencia
del para´metro de impacto se observa solo en una de esas direcciones.
El distintio umbral de velocidad observado en los experimentos es bien
reproducido, y su relacio´n no trivial con la banda prohibida se ajusta
sorprendentemente bien a un argumento de la teor´ıa de la perturbacio´n.
Este modelo simple es tambie´n exitoso explicando porque´ los diferentes
funcionales de la densidad dan el mismo umbral incluso con band gaps
sustancialmente diferentes. Un cuidadoso ana´lisis de la estructura de
bandas del Ge indica que el feno´meno umbral esta´ conectado con el
band gap indirecto en direcciones de cristal dadas. Nuestros resultados
proporcionan una mayor comprensio´n del comportamiento umbral de
la potencia de parada electro´nica en materiales con band gap no nulo.
El poder de parada electro´nica de los proyectiles ligeros, como
He, generalmente se encuentra que es linealmente proporcional a la
velocidad del proyectil en el re´gimen de baja velocidad. Sin embargo,
recientes estudios teo´ricos y experimentales muestran que esto no
siempre es cierto. La estructura de bandas del material objetivo,
ocasionalmente junto con los estados de bandas del proyectil, juegan
un papel muy importante. El poder de parada electro´nico de He
en varios materiales (metales y aislantes) ha sido estudiado, tanto
teo´ricamente como experimentalmente. El poder de parada electro´nico
de He en Al en los experimentos muestra un cambio de pendiente de
alrededor de 0.2 unidades ato´micas de velocidad. Pero este cambio de
pendiente no se reproduce en los ca´lculos RT-TDDFT, por lo tanto,
permanece sin explicacio´n. Un cambio similar de pendiente es medido
experimentalmente en Cu y Au, el cual se ha entendido como un efecto
de la estructura de bandas dentro de los ca´lculos RT-TDDFT.
Recientemente, el poder de parada electro´nico de He in Ge se ha
medido experimentalmente. El experimento muestra un cambio de
pendiente alrededor de 0.2 unidades ato´micas de velocidad. Nosotros
hemos calculado el poder de parada electro´nico de He en Ge en el
rango de velocidad de 0.05 a 0.6 unidades ato´micas. Comparamos el
poder de frenado electro´nico calculado a lo largo de diferentes direc-
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ciones y a diferentes para´metros de impacto. Se encuentra que var´ıa
ampliamente entre diferentes canales y dentro de un canal dado para
diferentes para´metros de impacto. Muestra una fuerte dependencia
de los para´metros de impacto en la direccio´n [011], que es el canal
ma´s ancho. En los otros dos canalas, se observa muy poco o nada la
dependencia del para´metro de impacto en nuestros ca´lculos.
El cambio de pendiente observado experimentalemente, alrededor
de 0.2 unidades ato´micas de velocidad no se observa en nuestros
ca´lculos. Aunque no hay una explicacio´n clara disponible, su aparicio´n
en otros sistemas alrededor de la misma velocidad sugiere un cruce
de hiper-canalizacio´n a ma´s y ma´s trayectorias al azar como una
posible causa. A velocidades inferiores a 0.2 unidades ato´micas, el
proyectil tiene ma´s probabilidades de ser canalizado y muestrear solo
trayectorias de grandes para´metros de impacto. Por otra parte, a
velocidades relativamente ma´s altas, la canalizacio´n es menos probable
y el proyectil muestrea todos los para´metros de impacto. La fuerte
dependencia del para´metro de impacto revelada en nuestros ca´lculos
significa que trayectorias de bajo para´metro de impacto producir´ıan
una mayor potencia de frenado. Otra causa probable del cambio de
pendiente de la potencia de frenado electro´nica podr´ıa haber sido el
cruzamiento a la excitacio´n de electrones d en el Ge. Sin embargo,
hemos calculado la potencia de parada electro´nica con electrones d
en Ge tratados expl´ıcitamente y no se observa ninguna contribucio´n
adicional sobre el rango de velocidades de los proyectiles considerado
en este trabajo.
Hemos considerado el problema protot´ıpico de un metal de tran-
sicio´n auto-irradiado, n´ıquel (Ni), en el que se dispara un a´tomo
primario (knock-on atom) a trave´s del material. Esta es una ocur-
rencia comu´n en materiales expuestos a la radiacio´n de neutrones.
Las aleaciones de Ni son conocidas por su tolerancia a la radiacio´n,
estabilidad te´rmica y sus o´ptimas propiedades meca´nicas, haciendo a
estas aleaciones materiales candidatos prometedores para la pro´xima
generacio´n de aplicaciones en energ´ıa y aeroespaciales. La presencia
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de Ni en las aleaciones estructurales es conocida por desempen˜ar un
papel importante en la mitigacio´n del hinchamiento bajo irradiacio´n.
Hemos estudiado la pe´rdida de energ´ıa de los electrones en el
n´ıquel auto-irradiado, un sistema paradigma´tico, utilizando la teor´ıa
del funcional de la densidad dependiente del tiempo en tiempo real.
La potencia de parada electro´nica en el rango keV/A˚se ha calculado
de forma exacta. Los diferentes estados de core esta´n expl´ıcitamente
inclu´ıdos en las simulaciones para comprender su participacio´n en el
mecanismo de disipacio´n. Los datos experimentales esta´n bien repro-
ducidos en rango de velocidades del proyectil de 1.0 – 12.0 unidades
ato´micas. Encontramos que los electrones de core del proyectil abren
canales adicionales de disipacio´n a medida que la velocidad del proyectil
aumenta. La inclusio´n sistema´tica, expl´ıcita y flexible de los estados
de core revela que casi toda la pe´rdida de energ´ıa se puede contabilizar
dentro de este enfoque de primeros principios. Electrones de core
tan profundos como 2s han sido tratados expl´ıcitamente, lo cual se
encuentra que es necesario para el ca´lculo de la pe´rdida de energ´ıa del
io´n para velocidades del proyectil relativamente altas.
El tungsteno (W) por sus u´nicas propiedades f´ısicas y qu´ımicas es
considerado como el material candidato ma´s prometedor para compo-
nentes de contencio´n primaria en reactores de fusio´n nuclear. Hay un
creciente intere´s en estudiar la naturaleza del dan˜o soportado debido a
la sostenida exposicio´n a la radiacio´n. Recientes estudios experimen-
tales y de simulaciones atomı´sticas se han centrado en el dan˜o causado
por a´tomos knock-on primarios. Hemos calculado la potencia de parada
electro´nica de W autoirradiado, un metal pesado paradigma´tico con
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A swift ion shooting through a condensed matter system constitutes a time-
dependent quantum many body problem. The obvious complexity of the
problem makes it extremely hard to find an exact description, nevertheless,
several quantitatively accurate models have been applied to the problem with
varying degree of success. In this chapter we outline the general problem of
radiation-matter interaction, its background, historical works on radiation
matter interaction, its classification into di↵erent focus areas, and associated
fields such as the study of consequent radiation damage.
1.1 Stopping power
When a fast moving ion penetrates through a solid it looses energy through
di↵erent channels mainly [1],
• Electronic excitations in the target
• Ionization of the projectile
• Motion and displacements of the target ions
• Emission of radiation
• Chemical or nuclear reactions.
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Because these mechanisms are by far complicated, the importance of each
process varies depending upon the target material, the type of projectile,
and, especially, the energy range. The overall energy loss is described as
the stopping power. The stopping power is a quantitative measure of the
inelastic interaction between the projectile and the target medium, defined





The so-called stopping power, S, has dimensions of force and acts like a
dissipative force which resists the motion of the ion. The fast-moving charged
particle dissipates its kinetic energy by collisions with the nuclei and the
electrons of the medium. Therefore, it is traditional to divide the energy loss
into two components; the energy loss to electronic excitations and the energy
loss to the nuclear motion. This convention dates back to the earliest theories
of stopping such as Bohr’s semiclassical model of stopping power [2]. The
energy loss to the host nuclei is called nuclear stopping power and to host
electrons is characterized as electronic stopping power,
S = Sn + Se. (1.2)
Bohr, quite accurately, understood that the electronic stopping power would
be far greater than the nuclear stopping power for the energetic light ions
[3]. The contribution of electronic stopping power (Se) is dominant in the
intermediate to high velocity regime and the nuclear stopping power is only
relevant at very low velocities (see Fig. 1.1). The study of electronic stopping
power (Sn) in di↵erent realistic systems using first principle methods is the
main focus of this thesis.
1.2 Background
The history of using fast moving ions to investigate the structural properties
of matter goes back to the early years of modern physics. Soon after the
2













Figure 1.1: Typical dependence of the stopping power on projectile velocity.
The graph is just a guide to the eye and is not plotted on scale.
discovery of radioactivity contemporary scientists started wondering how did
the emitted energetic particles interact with matter or more precisely lost
energy to slow down and eventually stop. A particle energy loss theory was
considered the first step towards the development of an atomic model. In
1911 Rutherford performed the famous experiment of showering gold foil
with ↵ particles [4]. This experiment, as well as substantiating the nuclear
model of atom, gave birth to the field of stopping power. Although it has
been around for more than a hundred years, interest in the general area of
particle-radiation and matter interaction remains fresh and relevant. Over
the years it has both informed our understanding of the basic physics and
contributed to the technological advances in medicine [5–7], energy industry
[8], aerospace technologies [9], semiconductor and material physics [10].
The study of particle energy loss, essentially, started as an experimental
science but quickly became the subject of theoretical studies. The shared
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aim has been obtaining a quantitatively accurate description of the problem.
A wide range of experimental possibilities have been extensively explored
with the development of more sophisticated detectors, particle accelerators
and fission reactors. Experimental investigations have been carried out with
di↵erent types of particles and over a broad range of energies. With the
experimental studies the concept of scattering cross section was introduced
to statistically describe the interaction of penetrating particles with matter.
The swift ions shooting through condensed matter can simultaneously deflect
(scatter) or loose energy (stop). The scattering is described by statistical
laws underpinning the concept of scattering cross section [11]. Therefore,
the stopping must be distinguished from random scattering particularly
when the projectile gets channeled in a crystalline solid. The experimental
investigations were complemented by attempts to develop more analytical
models to describe the energy loss of a charged particle shooting through
matter. The initial approaches were mainly based upon the concepts of
classical mechanics which occasionally included relativistic e↵ects. Bohr’s
work [2], in this regard, is one of the earliest and most significant ones. It was,
however, limited by its underlying classical assumptions. The first significant
step towards the quantum description of collisions and scattering was the first
order perturbation theory given by Born in 1926 [12]; which was extended to
the theory of stopping of charged particles by Bethe in 1930 [13] and Bloch in
1933 [14]. Bethe-Bloch model was limited by the failure of Born approximation
to correctly account for close collisions and the lack of dynamical screening.
Fermi and Teller in 1947 [15], approximating a solid by a degenerate
electrons gas, calculated the energy loss per unit path length of charged
particle in the velocity range of v < 1 atomic unit (a.u. henceforth). They
found that energy loss of the charged particle, shooting through the electron
gas, is linearly proportional to its velocity. Following the pioneering work of
Fermi and Teller, Lindhard in 1954 [16] and Ritchie in 1959 [17], applied a
linear response formalism to study the energy loss in simple metals. They
modelled simple metals by an electron gas and found linear dependence
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between energy loss and the projectile velocity. In 1976, Almbladh et al.
[18], by calculating the static screening of a proton in an electron gas using
density functional theory (DFT), pointed out the significant limitations of
the linear response treatment. Beginning in 1981, Echenique et al. [19–
21] have used DFT to calculate the nonlinear response of the electron gas
to the perturbation produced by the swift ion. The nonlinear treatment
accounted for nonlinear e↵ects such as the presence of bound states and the
complex electronic structure of the in coming projectile in the low velocity
regime. This pioneering work clearly established the superiority of nonlinear
approaches in studying the stopping of slow ions (v < 1 a.u.) in solids. An
extensive amount of interesting work has been carried out on the problem of
stopping within the linear response theory [22–26] and non-linear formalism
[27–29]. Relatively recently, the modeling of proton and antiproton stoppings
in metals, using jellium clusters as a model of the target, has been extended
to intermediate and high projectile velocities using real-time time-dependent
density functional (RT-TDDFT) simulations [30–32]. A vast majority of
these approaches is limited to an electron gas model of metals and do not
take into account important features such as the local inhomogeneity of the
electron density, core state excitations and band gaps in case of insulators
and semiconductors. These features become increasingly important at low
velocities and for heavier projectiles.
The stopping in di↵erent realistic systems has been studied using real-
time time dependent tight binding (RT-TDTB) approach [1, 33, 34] and
linear-response time-dependent density functional theory (LR-TDDFT) [35].
Pruneda et al. [36] in 2007 and Hatcher et al. [37] in 2008 have successfully
applied RT-TDDFT to di↵erent realistic systems, bringing the study of ion
stopping to a new level a theory that was never achieved before. Since 2007,
RT-TDDFT has been successfully used to study many di↵erent realistic
condensed matter host systems for various projectiles over a wide range of
velocities [36–49] where other theoretical approaches had limited success. This
is a cursory overview of the past significant works on the problem of stopping
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power of swift charged particles. A detailed background on the subject can
be found in Refs. [1, 3, 11] and references therein.
1.3 Motivation
1.3.1 Radiation damage
The fast moving charge particles leave the target medium extremely perturbed.
The perturbed state of the medium relaxes back to the original state and
sometimes to a new state with structural defects. The study of such defects,
formally known as ‘radiation damage’, is of great interest from the point of view
of nuclear engineering applications [8]. In nuclear reactors both the fast and
slow moving neutrons can create fast moving ions in the shielding containment
material. The fast moving neutrons knock o↵ ions by direct elastic collisions,
while the slow neutrons can produce fast moving ions by triggering nuclear
reactions. These e↵ects alter physical properties of the structural materials
such as embrittlement, hardening, and swelling. These changes are directly
related to the safety, stability, and lifetime of the nuclear reactors. Therefore,
the detailed understanding of radiation damage in structural materials is
important for nuclear waste processing and storage.
Radiation damage e↵ects are not limited to nuclear reactors but have
much wider implications, from biological soft matter [5, 50] to semiconductor
electronic devices [9]. In relation to biomedicine research radiations can
have both the desired and undesired e↵ects. Uncontrolled radiation swiftly
damages the biological soft matter, either burning it or causing mutations
in the genetic material which lead to cancer. Sometimes these mutations1
don’t lead to immediate e↵ects, but ones that appear in the next generation
in the form of disabilities. These disabilities are then inherited to several
following generations. This makes safety a prime concern when dealing with
ionizing radiation. On the other hand radiation is frequently used for diagnosis
1All kinds of ionizing radiations are a potential (but not the sole) source of mutations
and cancer.
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and cure, particularly in cancer treatment. This too needs a very careful
handling and understanding of the radiation’s interaction with the biological
soft matter.
Our planet is shielded against a host of cosmic radiations by the geomag-
netic field. All spacecrafts traveling beyond this field are exposed to such
radiation. This radiation can seriously a↵ect the solar cells, sensors, integrated
circuits, and electronic control devices, including computers. In miniaturized
digital electronic devices the total charge in the circuit is comparable to
that of the of radiation particles [51]. This makes the electronics extremely
susceptible to radiation interference. Almost all of solid state electronics is
semiconductors-based.
Physical properties of the materials can be engineered to match future
technological needs. The presence of defects and impurities in the mate-
rials significantly alters their mechanical, electronic and optical properties
[52]. Semiconductor materials are an important class of materials in which
impurities have been used to greatly optimize their electronic and optical
properties. The variation of properties depends on the type of impurity and
its distribution and concentration in the matrix. One of the most frequently
used methods of adding impurities in semiconductors is ion implantation
[10], in which the desired ions are accelerated and showered on the target
material to implant. The fashion, in which, these ions are distributed in the
material is very important in determining its properties. Therefore, knowing
the ion distribution profile and being able to control it is at the heart of
semiconductor engineering, and, hence the study of radiation damage in
semiconductor materials is of great technological interest.
1.3.2 The electronic stopping power
The characterization of radiation damage by the underlying mechanisms lies
at the heart of many future technologies. The experimental study of radiation
damage is primarily limited by accessible time and length scales. That is
where the simulation of radiation damage in materials is of critical impor-
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tance. Historically radiation damage in materials have been simulated using
classical molecular dynamics (MD) [53]. In classical MD simulations, atoms
are represented by classical potentials overlooking their detailed electronic
structure. The e↵ects of electrons on ionic motion are implicitly modelled by
thermal reservoirs [54], temperature dependent damping forces [55], and veloc-
ity dependent friction forces [56, 57]. In ab-initio MD, non-adiabatic dynamic
response of electrons is ignored. The MD simulations rely on experimentally
measured friction forces due to electrons or in other words electronic stopping
power. However, accurate experimental stopping power data is not always
available. Other sources of electronic stopping power are semi-empirical
models like SRIM [58] which are not always very reliable, in certain limits
[40].
The MD approaches, both classical and ab-initio, have serious limitations
in correctly reproducing the radiation damage e↵ects [59]. The radiation
damage events are strongly influenced by the explicit interaction between
the swift ions and the electrons [60, 61]. The interaction between the ionic
subsystem and the electronic subsystem is complex and multifaceted [62].
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation [63] quickly fails with the increasing
velocity of the ions. Beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the
electronic excitations alter the forces acting on ions. Moreover, the electrons
have comparatively higher thermal conductivity which can help spread away
the heat from relatively hot ions. The electrons can also act as a heat bath in
thermal contact with the ionic subsystem. The electronic degrees of freedom
play a critically non-trivial role, not only in the initial stages of radiation
damage [39, 64] but over the final outcome [59].
This background warrants an accurate description and a clear understand-
ing of the problem of electronic stopping power in solids. Quantitatively
correct electronic stopping powers are essential for the MD simulations of
radiation damage in solids [65]. A quantum mechanical model of electronic
stopping is first step towards non-adiabatic approaches such as the Ehrenfest
dynamics (classical ions and quantum electrons) [66, 67] and correlated ion-
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electron dynamics (quantum ions and quantum electrons) [68–70] to study
the radiation damage. Moreover, a deeper understanding of the stopping
mechanism is of interest from the point of view of fundamental physics.
1.4 The electronic stopping power from first
principles
The earliest models of stopping power due to Bohr, Bethe and Bloch had
a limited validity for light ions in high velocity regime. The low velocity
was particularly challenging as the quantum e↵ects became significant. The
models based on linear and non-linear response of free electron gas, although
an important step forward, were only successful in describing the stopping
phenomena for light and intermediate ions in simple metals in the low velocity
regime. Since the electron gas models approximate target material by an
electron gas, the e↵ects of the atomic environment on the stopping power
are ignored. Moreover, the physical features like band gap in insulators
and semiconductors, polarization of core electrons, and detailed electronic
structure of the projectile are excluded from such models limiting their scope.
There have been numerous attempts at theoretically modelling the interaction
of penetrating charged particles with the target material; however, there is no
unified theoretical model but di↵erent models with varying degree of success
in specific regimes, generally, characterized by the atomic number and velocity
of the projectile.
In the past 10 years, a considerable progress has been made thanks to
the advances in electronic structure methods [71–74] and the availability of
high throughput computational resources. The application of RT-TDTB to
the problem of stopping power in metals has been quite successful [1, 34, 64].
LR-TDDFT has been another successful approach [35]. However, RT-TDDFT
o↵ers a much superior description of the problem when it comes to capturing
the full e↵ects of band structure [44]. It allows following dynamics in real time
capturing non-linear e↵ects to all orders. Therefore, it allows to study the
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stopping phenomena in systems which may not be possible with RT-TDTB
and LR-TDDFT. Transition metals, insulators, and semiconductors are a
geranal example of such systems.
This pioneering work of using RT-TDDFT to study the electronic stopping
power [36, 37, 39, 40] has successfully demonstrated both; its practical
applicability and the quantitative superiority. The RT-TDDFT has been
applied to metals [40, 44], insulators [47, 75], two-dimensional materials [41]
and liquid water [46]. However, most of the previous RT-TDDFT based
studies have been limited to simple projectiles (H, He), low projectile energies
and mostly lighter host elements with low electronic stopping. The inclusion
of explicit electrons has been limited to valence and in some cases semi-core
states while the rest of the core is frozen and described by a pseudopotential.
In this thesis we have addressed the parallel implementation of RT-TDDFT
within linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) formalism. Moreover, we
have used RT-TDDFT (using both the LCAO and planewave approaches) to
study the problem of stopping in a representative semiconductor with simple
ions such as H and He in the low velocity regime, and self-irradiated transition
metals such as Ni and W over a full range of velocities. The application of




In this chapter we briefly outline the DFT and TDDFT approaches, which
are the main methods used to study the problem of electronic stopping power
in this thesis.
2.1 Quantum Many Body Problem
The fullest understanding of the structural and functional properties of
condensed matter lies in the exact knowledge of the electronic structure of
atoms, molecules and compounds. This amounts to solving the Schro¨wdinger
equation in quantum mechanics. An exact solution when dealing with a multi-
particle system, hits, in Walter Kohn’s words, an ‘exponential wall’ with
increasing number of particles. The exponential computational cost of the
wavefunction based quantum mechanics limits its applicability to the systems
of practical interest. In 1964 Hohenberg and Kohn reformulated quantum
mechanics by proposing that all observable properties of a static many-body
system can be exactly obtained from its ground-state density [71]. This is
what provided the basis for density-functional theory (DFT). In 1984 Runge
and Gross [73] proved that the time-dependent density of a time-dependent
many-body system can serve as an e↵ective replacement to the time-dependent
many-body wavefunction, laying down the foundations for time-dependent
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density-functional theory (TDDFT). They further extended the work of Kohn
and Sham [72] to model the time-dependent multi-particle system by an
auxiliary time-dependent one-particle system, making it practically possible
to solve realistic many-body time-dependent problems within condensed
matter physics and quantum chemistry.
The central idea of DFT is that any physical property of a system of many
interacting electrons can be formalized as a functional of the ground state
electron density. The ground state electron density, ⇢0(~r), is a scalar function
defined on R3 and carries all the information one would want to extract from
the many body wave function in the ground state. The many body wave-
function is a scalar defined on R3N , so the DFT reduces the original problem
by 3N 3 degrees of freedom. Hohenberg and Kohn [71] and Mermin [76] have
proved the existence of such functionals which can map physical properties
from the ground state electronic density. Kohn and Sham [72] have provided a
practical way to make approximate ground state functionals for real systems of
many electrons. The Kohn-Sham formalism replaces the interacting problem
with an auxiliary independent particle problem with all the many-body e↵ects
included in the so-called exchange-correlation functional. DFT has become a
basic tool for electronic structure calculations in condensed matter and seen
as the most promising approach towards accurate and practical methods in
the theory of condensed matter.
2.1.1 Interacting Electrons and Nuclei








































where MI and ZI denote the nuclear mass and charge, respectively, m is mass
of the electron and e is absolute electronic charge. Solving the many body
problem of interacting nuclei and electrons means solving the Schro¨dinger
equation to find the many body wave function, which is intractable in practice
for systems with more than a few particles [77].
2.1.2 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
Certain approximations are usually employed to reduce the complexity and
hence the di culty in solving the many body problem. The first such
approximation is that of Born and Oppenheimer [63] to separate the electronic
and nuclear degrees of freedom. The approximation is based on the fact that
electrons are very light compared to nuclei (by 3-5 orders of magnitude), and
so they instantaneously adjust their positions subject to nuclear motion. This
allows to consider nuclei as stationary relative to the fast electronic motion,
therefore, we can calculate the ground state electronic structure as a function
of the nuclear coordinates first and consider nuclear dynamics separately. In
order to decouple the electron-nucleus dynamics we assume a separable form





=  (~rn; ~RN) (~RN), (2.2)
where  (~rn; ~RN) is the electronic wavefunction which only parametrically
depends on the nuclear positions and  (~RN) is the nuclear wavefunction.
Applying the many-body Hamiltonian defined in Equation (2.1) on the total
many-body wavefunction given by Equation (2.2) and rearranging the terms
we get two separate equations one describing the electron dynamics and the
other describing the nuclear dynamics. The electronic problem is governed
by,
Hel (~rn; ~RN) = Eel(~RN) (~rn; ~RN), (2.3)
























The nuclear dynamics is described by,
Hnuc (~RN) =  i @
@t
 (~RN), (2.5)
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+ Eel(~RN). (2.6)
So the many body interacting electron-nucleus problem decouples into the
problem of interacting electrons in an external potential and interacting nuclei
in the electronic potential [78].
2.1.3 Classical Nuclei Approximation
Nuclear masses are typically large enough that individual nuclear wave-packets
are quite localized. Moreover, the nuclei don not exhibit any significant
exchange and correlation e↵ects except at very low temperatures [77]. These
two observations allow us to regard nuclei as point-like classical particles. The
dynamics of the mean value of the position and momentum operator can be





This is classical equation of motion defined over the mean value of the position
operator. Within the classical nuclei approximation, the mean value of the





The numerical solution of the above equation is called first-principles or
ab-intio molecular dynamics. In order to obtain Eel(~RN) we need to solve
the time independent electronic problem which is explained in the following
sections, and which forms the basis of an electronic structure calculation.
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2.1.4 Interacting Electrons in an External Potential
























where the last term is external potential vext(~r) due to the nuclei. The Born-
Oppenheimer approximation has allowed us to decouple the electronic degrees
of freedom from the nuclear degrees of freedom. Now we have to solve the
Schro¨dinger wave equation for n interacting electrons,
Hel (~rn; ~RN) = Eel(~RN) (~rn; ~RN), (2.10)
where the electronic many-body wavefunction  (~rn; ~RN) depends on the
nuclear degrees of freedom ~RN only parametrically, Eel is the corresponding
electronic energy. The solution of equation (2.10) is still practically impossible
because the electrons interact with each other through the Coulomb two-body
interaction. Consequently the presence of an electron in a region of space
influences the behavior of all other electrons. Therefore, they cannot be
treated independently. In other words, the many-body wave of an interacting
electronic system cannot be factored into one-particle wave functions. This is
known as a quantum many-body problem.
2.2 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most popular first principle
methods. DFT is liked for its ability to deal with relatively larger systems,
computationally inexpensive and flexible towards its applications to di↵erent
systems. DFT is, in principle, an exact formulation of the ground state prob-
lem for a many-body electronic system. The formulation does not necessitate
computation of many-body electronic wave-function, which radically reduces
the inherent complexity of the problem.
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The Thomas-Fermi model by L. H. Thomas and E. Fermi provided the
basis for later development of DFT. Thomas in 1927 and Fermi in 1928
independently proposed that the full electronic density is a fundamental
variable of the many-body problem. They gave a recipe for calculating
the energy of a many-body electronic system exclusively in terms of the
electronic density. The Thomas-Fermi model failed to accurately express the
kinetic energy in terms of the electronic density. Moreover, the mean field
approximation did not include exchange and correlations e↵ects. Later on P.
M. Dirac included exchange e↵ects in the model, but correlation interaction
was still missing.
Here we, breifly, revisit the DFT formalism while greatly benefiting from
the treatises on DFT by R. Martin [78] and J. Kohano↵ [77].
2.2.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
P. Hohenberg and W. Kohn in 1964 [71] proposed two theorems showing how
the ground state energy and other ground state properties can be expressed
as a functional of the ground state electron density ⇢(~r) only.
Theorem 1. The external potential vext(~r), up to a trivial additive constant,
is uniquely determined by the ground state electron density ⇢(~r).
Theorem 2. A universal functional of the density ⇢(~r) for the energy E[⇢]
can be defined for all electron’s systems. Furthermore, for any trial electron
density ⇢˜(~r) associated with some external potential vext(~r), the ground state
density ⇢(~r) minimizes the functional E[⇢˜] and the corresponding minimum
energy is the ground state energy.
From equations (2.9) and (2.10) we write,



















|~ri   ~rj| | i , (2.12)
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or
F [⇢] = Te[⇢] + Vee[⇢]. (2.13)
F [⇢] is called Hohenberg-Kohn functional. Both the Hohenberg-Kohn func-
tional and the exact ground state density are unknown. The electron-electron
interaction Vee[⇢] can be split into two parts; the classical electrostatic
Coulomb repulsion between the electrons and the non-classical exchange
and correlation interaction,
Vee[⇢] = EH [⇢] + EXC [⇢]. (2.14)
The classical electrostatic interaction between the electrons EH is also known













|~r   ~r0| . (2.16)
Therefore, F [⇢] comprises three parts; Te[⇢], EH [⇢], and EXC [⇢], of which
only EH [⇢] is known.
2.2.2 The Kohn-Sham Ansatz
Soon after the publication of Hohenberg-Kohn’s two theorems, W. Kohn and
L. J. Sham in 1965 [72] proposed a practical scheme to find the ground state
density. Kohn and Sham proposed to map the full interacting system with
the real potential onto a fictitious non-interacting system where electrons
are subject to an e↵ective single particle (Kohn-Sham) potential VKS. The
Kohn-Sham method gives the same ground state density as the real system
but greatly simplifies the calculation. Beginning with independent electron
(Kohn-Sham) orbitals, {'i(~r)}, the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy TKS[⇢] of a














1For the sake of simplicity we have taken ~ = e = me = 1.
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where fi is the occupancy number for each orbital and at 0K fi = 1 for states
below the Fermi level, fi = 0 for states above the Fermi level, and
P
i fi = n
(total numober of electrons). Now using equations (2.13), (2.14) and (2.17)
we can write,
F [⇢] = TKS[⇢] + EH [⇢] + E˜XC [⇢], (2.19)
where,
E˜XC [⇢] = EXC [⇢] + Te[⇢]  TKS[⇢]. (2.20)
The exchange and correlation functional E˜XC [⇢] is the only unknown in the
energy functional.
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is essentially a variational principle
for the ground state, therefore, we can minimize E[⇢] with respect to {'i(~r)}
subject to the constraint h'i|'ii = 1, while ⇢(~r) depends on the Kohn-Sham


































The individual functional derivatives, except  E˜XC ⇢(~r) , on the right hand side of
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3~r = vext(~r). (2.27)
By substituting equations (2.24), (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27) into equation





'j(~r) = ✏j'j(~r), (2.28)
where VKS (the Kohn-Sham potential) is,
VKS[⇢] = vext(~r) + VH [⇢] + VXC [⇢]. (2.29)
The Kohn-Sham formulation reduces the n interacting electron problem to n
single electron problems and a practical way to calculated the ground state
density. The solution of the system of Kohn-Sham equations produces the
ground state electron density, and hence, the ground state energy and other
ground state properties. It is important to note that the Kohn-Sham potential
VKS depends on ⇢[~r] which in turn depends on the Kohn-Sham orbitals 'i(~r).
Therefore the Kohn-Sham equations can be solved self-consistently.
The exact form of the exchange-correlation functional is unknown and con-
tains the full complexity of the original problem, nevertheless, approximations
to it make electronic structure calculations practically possible.
2.2.3 Approximations to the Exchange-Correlation Func-
tional
The most popular and commonly use approximations to the exchange-
correlation functional are the local density approximation (LDA) and the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA).
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Within LDA, the exchange-correlation functional is constructed based on
the assumption that the exchange and correlation energy per electron at any
point in the electron gas is the same as that of an electron gas with uniform




where ✏˜LDAXC (⇢) is energy density and can be written as a sum of exchange and
correlation energy densities,
✏˜LDAXC (⇢) = ✏˜
LDA
X [⇢] + ✏˜
LDA
C [⇢]. (2.31)
The exchange energy density, ✏˜LDAX [⇢], is obtained using Dirac’s expression
for homogeneous electron gas;









where rs = (
3
4⇡⇢)
1/3 is the mean electron-electron distance. The correlation
energy density, ✏˜LDAC [⇢], is obtained using a parameterisation of Ceperley and
Alder’s simulation data [80] by Perdew and Zunger [81],
✏˜PZC [⇢] =
8<:A ln rs +B + Crs ln rs +Drs, rs  1 /(1 +  1prs +  2rs), rs > 1. (2.33)
The coe cients for both the spin-polarised and spin-neutral cases have been
fitted to the Ceperley and Alder’s data. The LDA approximation fails to
take into account inhomogeneities in the density and non-local exchange and
correlation e↵ects among other physical e↵ects.
GGA is a semi-local extension of LDA, which partially overcomes its
shortcomings. Within GGA, the exchange-correlation is constructed as a
functional of both the density and the magnitude of the gradient of the density
at each point in space.
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2.3 Time Dependent Density Functional The-
ory
In 1984, E. Runge and E. K. U. Gross proposed time-dependent density
functional theory formalism for time-dependent quantum problems analogous
to DFT reformulation of the time-independent quantum problem [73]. Time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) is essentially an extension
of Kohn-Sham DFT. The TD-DFT formalism is based on the Runge-Gross
theorem, which is a generalization of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. First,
we provide a brief outline of the many body time-dependent problem, and
then the Runge-Gross theorem and its proof are presented.
2.3.1 Interacting Electrons in a Time-Dependent Po-
tential





 (t) = H(t) (t). (2.34)
The Hamiltonian H(t) has the form,
H(t) = T + Vee + Ven + v(~r, t). (2.35)













|~ri   ~rj| . (2.37)











The time-dependence of the nuclear degrees of freedom ~RN is used to incor-
porate the situations in which the nuclei move along classical trajectories.
The last term in the time-dependent Hamiltonian, v(~r, t), is a generic time-
dependent potential to account for the physical and chemical phenomena
which fall within the premise of time-dependent many body problem, like the
interaction of atoms, molecules and solids with an arbitrary time-dependent
electric field and the scattering experiments. We will regard the last two terms
in the Hamiltonian together as a generic time-dependent external potential
vext(~r, t) in the forthcoming discussion.
It is impossible to analytically solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger wave
equation (2.34), therefore we need an alternative formulation of the time-
dependent many body quantum problem. An alternative description of the
time-independent quantum many-body problem is the DFT which is based
on the variational principle for total energy. For the time-dependent many
body problem there is no variational principle on the total energy as the
total energy is not a conserved quantity. However, there exists a quantum





dt h (t)| i @
@t
 H(t) | (t)i . (2.39)
The many-body wavefunction  (t) which makes the action functional station-
ary is the legitimate solution of the many body time-dependent Schro¨dinger
wave equation. Therefore, the variational principle for the time-dependent
many body problem is on the quantum mechanical action.
2.3.2 The Runge-Gross Theorem
The Runge-Gross theorem constitutes the mathematical foundations of TD-
DFT. It shows that, like in the DFT formalism, the density can be used as a
fundamental variable.
Theorem. For a many body system starting from a given initial wavefunction,
there exists a one-to-one mapping between the potential and the density of the
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system.
The proof of the theorem is not straight forward like that of the Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem. Here we, briefly, revisit the proof while an extensive description
of the TDDFT formalism, its background and applications are covered in Ref.
[82]. We need to prove that if two potentials, v(~r, t) and v0(~r, t), di↵er by
more than a purely time-dependent function f(t), they cannot produce the
same time-dependent density, ⇢(~r, t); formally,
v(~r, t) 6= v0(~r, t) + f(t) =) ⇢(~r, t) 6= ⇢0(~r, t). (2.40)
This statement establishes the one-to-one correspondence between the poten-
tial and the density. To prove the Runge-Gross theorem we need to prove
























because if the two potentials di↵er by more than a purely time dependent
function, at least one of the coe cients will di↵er by more than a constant.
First we prove that if v(~r, t) 6= v0(~r, t) + f(t) then the current densities, ~j
and ~j0 corresponding to v and v0 are also di↵erent. The current density is the
expectation value of the current density operator,
hj(~r, t)i = h (t)| j(~r) | (t)i , (2.44)
where
j(~r) =   1
2i
 ⇥r †(~r)⇤ (~r)   †(~r) [r (~r)] . (2.45)
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Now we use the Heisenberg equation of motion to get the equations of motion








j0(~r, t) = h 0(t)| [j0(~r), H 0(t)] | 0(t)i . (2.47)
Since we begin with the same initial many body state, at t = t0 the wave-
functions, densities and current densities have to be equal for both potentials.
Taking the di↵erence between equation (2.46) and equation (2.47) at t = t0,




[j(~r, t)  j0(~r, t)]t=t0 = h 0| [j(~r), v(~r, t0)  v0(~r, t0)] | 0i
= i⇢0(~r)r [v(~r, t0)  v0(~r, t0)]
(2.48)
Suppose that equation (2.43) is satisfied for k = 0, which means that the two
potentials di↵er at t = t0. This implies that the derivative on the left-hand
side of equation (2.48) is non-zero. The two current densities will subsequently
di↵er for t > t0. If k is greater than zero then the (k + 1)st time derivative
on the left-hand side of equation (2.48) will be non-zero,
dk+1
dtk+1
[j(~r, t)  j0(~r, t)]t=t0 = ⇢0(~r)ruk(~r), (2.49)
which again implies that the two densities will be di↵erent at t > t0.
Now we use the equation of continuity to prove that,
j 6= j0 =) ⇢ 6= ⇢0. (2.50)




[⇢(~r, t)  ⇢0(~r, t)] =  r · [j(~r, t)  j0(~r, t)]. (2.51)
Here again we would like to have the kth time derivative of the external
potential, therefore we take the (k + 1)st time derivative of equation (2.51)
at t = t0 and using equation (2.49) we get,
@k+2
@tk+2
[⇢(~r, t)  ⇢0(~r, t)]t=t0 =  r · [⇢0(~r)ruk(~r)]. (2.52)
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This implies, by virtue of the assumption uk(~r) 6= const., that
r · [⇢0(~r)ruk(~r)] 6= 0 =) ⇢ 6= ⇢0. (2.53)
This proves the Runge-Gross theorem.
2.3.3 Time Depedent Kohn-Sham Equations
The Runge-Gross theorem establishes the time-dependent density as a fun-
damental representation of a many-body time dependent system but it does
not outline the way to compute the important physical quantities including
the density itself. Again, to avoid the complexity of solving a full many-body
time-dependent problem the interacting many-body electronic problem is
mapped onto an auxiliary non-interacting single particle (Kohn-Sham) system.













The time independent Kohn-Sham potential is replaced by a time-dependent
Kohn-Sham potential, which is unique by virtue of the Runge-Gross theorem.







In traditional DFT the exchange-correlation potential is normally written
as the functional derivative of the exchange and correlation energy which
follows from the variational principle on the total energy. As we have already
mentioned that the total energy is no more a conserved quantity, the exchange-
correlation formalism of DFT cannot be extended to TD-DFT. In TD-DFT
the exchange-correlation functional is written as the functional derivative of
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where ⌧ is so-called Keldish pseudo-time. The exact expression of the exchange-
correlation functional is unknown, as in DFT. Therefore we need to approxi-
mate it, the first and simplest approximation is the adiabatic local density
approximation (ALDA). ALDA in essence is LDA the only di↵erence is that
it is evaluated at each time with the density ⇢(~r, t).
2.4 Computational Methods and Codes
The time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation (2.54) being a single particle equa-
tion is fairly easy to solve numerically. This is essentially an initial value
problem. Once an initial state 'i(~r, t0) at time t = t0 is known, the main task
is to propagate it to some final state 'i(~r, ⌧) at time t = ⌧ . Generally, the
initial state is the ground state of the system, i.e., the solution of the time
independent Kohn-Sham equations. We have used the Siesta [83], Qbox
[84, 85], and qb@ll [86] for our calculations. The TDDFT implementation
within Siesta method and code constitutes part of this thesis and its detailed
description is deferred to Chapter 3.
2.4.1 Qbox and qb@ll
Qbox, of which qb@ll is a fork, is an open source highly parallel plane-wave
DFT code. Standard qb@ll and custom modifications of Qbox have TDDFT
flavours within the plane-wave basis formalism.
Detailed implementation and underlying algorithms of these closely related
codes are covered in these Refs. [84–86]. The TDDFT implementation
solves the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations (2.54) in real time using
di↵erent numerical integration algorithms. The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions
are expanded in plane-wave basis. Other important features are the provision




We have implemented a real-time time-dependent density-functional theory
algorithm within the Siesta method. Building on the basic infrastructure
of Siesta we integrate the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations using the
Crank-Nicolson method. Crank-Nicolson integration and other complemen-
tary operations are performed in parallel, allowing for the possibility of
simulating systems of thousands of atoms. The parallel matrix distribution
and manipulation is handled by the ScaLAPACK package, and interfaced to
Siesta with the newly-developed MatrixSwitch wrapper package. Parallel
scalability tests for our new implementation are performed on a system of
5000 atoms, showing a good scaling up to 316 processes.
3.1 Background
In 1964 Hohenberg and Kohn reformulated quantum mechanics by proposing
that all observable properties of a static many-body system can be exactly
obtained from its ground-state density [71]. This is what provided the basis for
density-functional theory (DFT). In 1984 Runge and Gross [73] proved that
the time-dependent density of a time-dependent many-body system can serve
as an e↵ective replacement to the time-dependent many-body wavefunction,
laying down the foundations for time-dependent density-functional theory
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(TDDFT). They further extended the work of Kohn and Sham [72] to model
the time-dependent multi-particle system by an auxiliary time-dependent one-
particle system, making it practically possible to solve realistic many-body
time-dependent problems within condensed matter physics and quantum
chemistry.
The time dependent Schro¨dinger wave equation;




when applied to a multi-particle system the computational cost grows expo-
nentially. The exponential computational cost makes it almost impossible to
study systems of practical interest. However, within the TDDFT formalism
the computational cost grows as N3 at worst, with N being the number of
interacting particles. TDDFT, due to its useful balance between e ciency
and accuracy, is increasingly being applied to problems in quantum biol-
ogy, quantum chemistry, condensed matter physics, material science, and
geophysics.
Over the years, one area where TDDFT has been applied quite successfully
is spectroscopy. A weak but spectrally-broad external perturbation is assumed
to avoid non-linear e↵ects and capture all possible excitations. A time-
dependent response such as an electric dipole is calculated for a given time,
which in turn is used to deduce the spectrum of the system. This frequency-
domain formalism is also known as the linear-response approach. However, as
successful as it has been, this formalism cannot be applied to systems subject
to strong perturbations. Such systems include high-intensity laser pulses or
swift charged particle collisions. The frequency domain formalism is also not
applicable when it is desirable to follow the real-time dynamics of the system,
e.g., radiation-matter interaction and plasmon dynamics.
The real-time (RT)-TDDFT formalism, however, allows to follow electron
dynamics in real time and is capable of capturing the response to all orders
and many-body e↵ects. Moreover, it can be combined with ion dynamics
to perform simultaneous ion-electron dynamics. The time-dependent Kohn-
Sham (TDKS) equation has previously been solved in real time for a number
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of uses, e.g., by Yabana and Bertsch [87] to study dipole response in atomic
clusters, by Rubio et al. [88] to compute the photoabsorption spectra of metal
clusters, and by Tsolakidis et al. [89] to study optical response in atomic
clusters. RT-TDDFT has also been successfully used to study radiation-
related non-adiabatic processes in di↵erent materials [36, 39, 40, 44–46, 90,
91].
RT-TDDFT has been formally implemented in a number of first-principles
based codes such as Qbox [85], qb@ll [86], OCTOPUS [92, 93], and GPAW [94],
to name a few. In this manuscript we report a novel parallel implementation
of RT-TDDFT in the Siesta code [83, 95]. Siesta is a well-established DFT
method and code making use of an e cient numerical atomic orbital (NAO)
[96] basis set and the pseudopotential approximation [97]. The code is dis-
tributed under the GNU General Public License 3 since 2016. Our RT-TDDFT
implementation is integrated in the trunk (the main development branch) of
the code which is available from Launchpad (https://launchpad.net/siesta).
It will be included as a new feature in the next production release of Siesta.
We note that a separate serial implementation in an old version of the code
has previously been reported [89], and the Siesta method has also been used
elsewhere as a foundation for testing di↵erent RT-TDDFT implementations
[98, 99].
3.1.1 Siesta
Siesta is a suite of computer codes which implement the self-consistent
density functional method using norm-conserving pseudopotentials and a
linear combination of numerical atomic orbitals (LCAO) as a basis [83, 100,
101]. Instead of doing an all-electron calculation the core electrons are replaced
by pseudopotentials and only the valence electrons are treated explicitly.
Exchange and correlation functionals are calculated with the local density
approximation (LDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The
choice of the LCAO basis set makes Siesta an O(N) method, which means

























Figure 3.1: The solid line shows pseudo-wavefunction of 4s state of Ni. The
dotted lines show POA basis orbitals.
size of the system being simulated [96]. Since Siesta uses pseudopotentials,
pseudo-atomic orbitals (PAO) are used instead of the atomic orbitals. The
PAO basis set scheme implemented in Siesta is described in detail in Refs.
[102, 103]. A typical double zeta polarised (d⇣ + p) basis set for the 4s orbital
of Ni is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Siesta has been extended beyond ground state electronic structure calcu-
lations and ab-initio molecular dynamics to include the calculation of phonons,
infra-red spectra [95], TDDFT [89], and transport properties [104, 105]. An
extensive review of the studies using Siesta method and code can be found
in Ref. [106] As a part of this thesis, we undertook to re-implement and




The non-interacting time-dependent Kohn-Sham system obeys the time-




 (~r, t) = HTDKS (~r, t), (3.2)
(assuming ~ = me = e = 1) such that the time-dependent density of the




| ⌫(~r, t)|2 . (3.3)




+ V TDKS(~r, t), (3.4)
where,




0 + VXC [⇢](~r, t). (3.5)
The exchange-correlation potential, VXC , is approximated using the adiabatic
local density approximation (ALDA). Solving the TDKS equation (3.2), along
with the Hamiltonian evaluation, is the main and most resource-intensive task
in RT-TDDFT calculations. Siesta already has a very e cient mechanism
to build the matrix elements of Hamiltonian in parallel; therefore, in this
work we have focused on solving the TDKS equation in parallel using the
NAO basis set.
3.2.1 The TDKS equation in a fixed basis
The use of NAOs greatly reduces the problem size compared to a plane-wave





Cµ(t) |eµ(~r)i , (3.6)
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where
S = heµ|e⌫i (3.7)
is the overlap matrix between basis functions. The TDKS equation (3.2),





provided the basis set is fixed (hereafter, the superscript from the TDKS
Hamiltonian will be dropped for simplification). This is an initial value
problem where the system is in some initial, usually self-consistent ground
state at time t = t0. The task at hand is to find a suitable initial state
and time-propagate it by numerically integrating equation (3.8). Di↵erent
numerical integrators, to solve the TDKS equation or similar equations, have
been used and tested for stability and e ciency [85, 107, 108].
The Crank-Nicolson propagator [109] has been used successfully to in-
tegrate the TDKS equation in local basis frameworks [89]. It preserves
orthonormality and, for time-dependent Hamiltonians, time-reversal symme-
try. The coe cients at time t can be propagated to time t+  t by forward

























3.2.2 The TDKS equation in a moving basis
The Siesta method uses a non-orthogonal basis of NAOs centered on atoms.
In this scenario each basis function parametrically depends on the nuclear
positions;
|eµi = |eµ({~R})i . (3.12)
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Each time the atoms move, the basis functions move with them. For a basis




= S 1(H  iD)C, (3.13)
where D = heµ| @@t |e⌫i. A straightforward generalization of the Crank-Nicolson












However, the propagation is not strictly unitary. An alternative and better
algorithm has been very recently proposed by Artacho and O’Regan [111];
C(t+  t) = S 1(t+  t)S0(t, t+  t)








where S0(t0, t1) = heµ(t0)|e⌫(t1)i. Although the change of basis is captured
exactly in this algorithm, the propagation is strictly unitary only in the limit
of a complete basis. Furthermore, it requires the inversion of the overlap
matrix S at t+ t and the calculation of the overlap S0 between basis functions
at t and t+  t, on top of the standard Crank-Nicolson propagation.
Another way of changing basis, based on Lo¨wdin orthonormalization, was
proposed by Tomfohr and Sankey [112]. When combined with the Crank-
Nicolson algorithm, it becomes;














This algorithm is unitary by construction, and so the preservation of orthonor-
mality is guaranteed. As discussed in detail in Ref. [111], this algorithm
is relatively non-rigorous within the framework of a finite evolving basis
set. Nevertheless, the discrepancies due to the inconsistencies in its physical
significance are negligible when using atomic orbitals as a basis, as further
evidenced by its successful use to study time-dependent problems [39, 40, 90].
The algorithm in equation (3.16) can be separated into two procedures.
Firstly, the propagation of the wavefunctions in the same basis, using the













The subscript is used to indicate that the basis remains that from time t. The
Crank-Nicolson procedure is then followed by a change of basis operation, if
the ionic positions have changed;
Ct+ t(t+  t) = S
  12 (t+  t)S
1
2 (t)Ct(t+  t). (3.18)
The practical benefit of separating the two procedures is to perform the
change of basis only when necessary; the Crank-Nicolson procedure is the
same for both the fixed and moving basis.
As the overlap matrix is positive definite, it is guaranteed to have a unique
positive definite square root. The square root and inverse square root are
calculated by first computing its eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
S = VEV†, (3.19)
where E is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of S as its diagonal elements.





















2 are obtained by replacing diagonal elements of E with their
sqaure root and inverse square root, respectively.
3.2.3 Hamiltonian extrapolation
The Crank-Nicolson propagator, equation (3.11) or (3.17), requires a priori
knowledge of the Hamiltonian H(t +  t). Di↵erent approaches have been
adopted to deal with this problem. The most commonly used scheme is to











The integration using this approximation is only stable at very small time
steps, as shown in Figure 3.2. Meng and Kaxiras [98] have introduced an
iterative self-consistent operation to improve upon it. Although using a
di↵erent implicit integrator, Bao et al. [113] have introduced a self-consistent
predictor-corrector scheme for H(t+  t). However, any technique employing
a proper self-consistent prediction of H(t +  t) requires the recalculation
of the self-consistent functional (SCF) Hamiltonian from the density for
every iteration of the self-consistency scheme, which greatly adds to the
computational cost.
We have instead implemented a simple heuristic mid-point extrapolation
scheme which avoids the recalculation of the SCF Hamiltonian and the need
for multiple iterations. The extrapolation requires the current Hamiltonian,



























 t = 0.1 as
 t = 0.5 as






 t = 1.0 as
 t = 2.0 as
 t = 3.0 as
 t = 4.0 as
Figure 3.2: The stability and accuracy of di↵erent Crank-Nicolson algorithms
are compared. The change in the Kohn-Sham energy of a water molecule
initially polarized by an electric field and then evolved in time is plotted as a
function of time. The dotted lines show the results using the algorithm given
by equation (3.22) with di↵erent time steps. The dashed-dotted lines show

























It is important to note that the self-consistent Hamiltonian is evaluated only
at t  t, t, and t+  t.
The stability and accuracy of the algorithms with no extrapolation, given
by equation (3.22), and with extrapolation, given by equation (3.24), are
compared in Figure 3.2. A water molecule is placed in an electric field of
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0.3 V/A˚ to calculate the self-consistent initial state. Subsequently, the electric
field is removed and the the self-consistent ground state is evolved in time
using di↵erent time steps. The atomic positions of the molecule are fixed.
The change in the Kohn-Sham energy of the molecule is plotted as a function
of time.
The Hamiltonian extrapolation scheme not only improves stability but
allows much larger time steps to be used, at very small additional compu-
tational cost. For example, a time step of  t = 2.0 attosecond (as) with
extrapolation has a smaller drift than a much smaller time step of  t = 0.1 as
without extrapolation, as shown in the figure. Schleife et al. [85], using a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm to solve the TDKS equation in a plane-
wave basis, have reported an energy drift of 23 meV/fs when simulating a
64-atom system with a time step of  t = 0.691 as. Instead, the energy drift
in our example (albeit for a smaller system) is  1 meV/fs with  t = 2.0 as
and the extrapolation sheme.
3.2.4 Forces
The TDKS equation of motion describing electron dynamics within RT-
TDDFT changes when working in a local basis. Similarly, while performing
molecular dynamics or Ehrenfest dynamics in a local basis, there are addi-
tional terms involving derivatives of the basis functions that appear in the
definition of the forces [74, 110]. This complicates the computation of classical
trajectories for the ions. Instead, a plane-wave approach does not have this
problem [85, 86].
The accurate computation of forces in conjunction with RT-TDDFT is
beyond the scope of this implementation. Nevertheless, it is still possible to
address situations in which the forces are negligible or the simulation time-
scale is such that there is not enough time for the ions to move significantly.
This can be achieved by muting the forces and allowing the ions to move at
constant velocities, or following predefined trajectories. This approach has


















Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the overall algorithm. The notation
is explained in the text.
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in several di↵erent materials [39, 40, 75, 90], including the example presented
in this work. The total simulation time for an ESP calculation is, generally,
in the range of femtoseconds, allowing for the projectile ion to move at a
contant velocity, while the ions of the host material are fixed.
3.3 Implementation
We have implemented two algorithms to perform the numerical integration of
the TDKS equation (3.2). The goal is to numerically perform these operations
in a parallel manner to exploit high performance computer (HPC) resources
making possible simulation of systems ranging up to thousands of atoms. Since
it is an initial value problem, a self-consistent initial state of the system is
calculated using a standard DFT method. This self-consistent initial state can
be the ground state of system, although not necessarily. The self-consistent
Kohn-Sham wavefunction of a molecule initially placed in an electric field is
an example of such an initial state; the electric field can be removed to allow
the system to evolve in time [89].
A schematic description of the algorithm is given in Fig. 3.3. The system
is prepared in some initial state. The coe cients of the basis functions are
evolved in time using the Crank-Nicolson algorithm. Depending on whether
the atomic positions have changed or not, the overlap matrix and the self-
consistent Hamiltonian are computed. The change of basis operation, since it
involves the overlap matrix at t and t+dt, is applied after the Crank-Nicolson
procedure and updating the ionic positions. The Crank-Nicolson step gives
the coe cients at the next time step but in the same basis. Finally, the
change of basis operator is applied to complete the step. Calculations with a
k-point grid in the Brillouin zone are optionally possible using the sampling
schemes already available in Siesta.
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P0 P1 P2 P0 P1 P2 P0
4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
3 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 3 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 3 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 3 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 3 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 3 4 3 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 3 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 3 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 3 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 3 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 3
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4
Table 3.1: Schematic representation of a sparse 13⇥ 13 matrix of integers,
distributed over three processes with a 1D block-cyclic distribution using a
block size of 2. The di↵erent colors and the headers show the process on
which each column is stored. The columns can be stored either dense or
sparse.
3.3.1 Parallel matrix manipulation
The two-step process, as evident from equations (3.18) and (3.24), can be
represented compactly in terms of matrix operations. The Crank-Nicolson
procedure requires matrix-matrix and matrix-scalar multiplication, matrix
addition, and matrix inversion. The change of basis procedure additionally
requires computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the overlap matrix.
The size of the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices is determined by the
system size and choice of basis set, giving the total number of basis orbitals.
After the initial state is calculated, only the occupied wavefunctions are
propagated; the coe cients matrix is, therefore, a rectangular matrix whose
size is given by the total number of basis orbitals and the number of electrons
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in the system (ignoring spin).
The computation of the overlap matrix and Hamiltonian is handled by pre-
existing Siesta routines, which are already parallelized and well-optimized
for HPC environments [114, 115]. Our aims for the implementation of the new
RT-TDDFT routines were to keep the code clear and physically transparent
while ensuring a high level of performance. In order to do so we have employed
a new package called MatrixSwitch, which abstracts the details of the
storage and manipulation of the matrices, and allows for conversions between
di↵erent storage formats.
Conversion between storage formats is an important consideration here.
The native matrix storage format employed by Siesta is a compressed sparse
column (CSC) scheme with a one-dimensional block-cyclic distribution (1D-
BCD) over MPI processes. An example of such a distribution is shown in
Table 3.1. The combination of the sparse storage and the distribution over
processes ensures that memory usage per node on an HPC system stays
constant with a soft scaling of the problem (the number of nodes is increased
proportionally with the size of the system being simulated). Furthermore,
the choice of a 1D distribution is optimal for building the matrices and many
physical post-processing operations, as each column represents a basis orbital,
and neighboring columns give orbitals on the same atomic site. The use of a
block-cyclic distribution, instead, is due to its compatibility with BLACS
[116] and the ScaLAPACK package [117]. This is important because it
has been found that in many practical examples, even for large systems of
thousands of atoms, the use of dense matrices for matrix operations gives a
superior performance and good scalability and stability. The matrices can
therefore be temporarily converted from sparse to dense using the same parallel
distribution; this is a very e cient operation, since no MPI communication is
necessary.
In the case of our RT-TDDFT implementation, the use of dense matrices is
additionally desirable to avoid spurious e↵ects from having to impose a range
for truncating the inverse matrix and confining the wavefunctions during
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propagation. We therefore convert the overlap matrix and Hamiltonian as
described above, and carry out equations (3.18) and (3.24) in parallel using
ScaLAPACK routines, interfaced through MatrixSwitch.
It should be noted that a two-dimensional (2D) BCD is known to be more
e cient in terms of parallel scaling [115]. The conversion from 1D to 2D
does however carry a heavier cost, as MPI communication is inevitable. The

























Figure 3.4: A test of scaling e ciency for the RT-TDDFT implementation
using a system of 5000 Ge + 1 He atoms. The solid line shows the ideal
speedup using a baseline of 30 processes. The total speedup and the two
main components of the RT-TDDFT algorithm are shown.
3.3.2 MatrixSwitch
MatrixSwitch is a software library written in modern Fortran and released
under the BSD 2-Clause license. It was developed by Fabiano Corsetti under
the Electronic Structure Library initiative (ESL, http://esl.cecam.org). Docu-
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mentation is maintained on the ESL website (http://esl.cecam.org/MatrixSwitch),
and the code is available from the E-CAM software repository (https://www.e-
cam2020.eu).
The aim of the package is to act as an intermediary layer between high-
level routines for physics-related algorithms and low-level routines dealing
with matrix storage and manipulation, allowing the high-level routines to
be written in a way which is close to the mathematical notation used in the
description of many algorithms while also enabling them to switch seamlessly
between di↵erent matrix storage formats and implementations of the matrix
operations. MatrixSwitch is currently being used in parts of Siesta and
in the main interface layer of the recently released ELSI package [118], as
well as smaller codes used for individual research projects [119].
3.3.3 Scaling
The parallel e ciency of our implementation is chiefly determined by that of
the underlying ScaLAPACK drivers. The inversion of the matrix,





is obtained using LU factorization. Matrix inversion is known to scale poorly
with system size. The algorithms that avoid this operation, such as the fourth-
order Runge-Kutta scheme, have other overheads such as multiple evaluations
of the Hamiltonian [85]. Nevertheless, investigation in this direction is the
subject of ongoing work. For the diagonalization of the overlap matrix we have
implemented the option of using either a standard diagonalization approach
(tridiagonal reduction followed by the implicit QR algorithm) or a divide-
and-conquer algorithm as described in Ref.[120]. The latter is known to scale
better with system size.
We have tested the scaling e ciency of our implementation using a system
of 5000 Ge + 1 He atoms described with a single-zeta polarized (s⇣   p)
basis set. The speedup, as shown in Figure 3.4, is defined relative to the






















Hscf + the rest
Figure 3.5: The relative share of the total running time for the Crank-
Nicolson algorithm, the change of basis operation, and the rest of the program
operations (including the building of the SCF Hamiltonian).
overall program reaches almost 50% of the ideal e ciency using 316 processes.
The change of basis operation, which involves matrix-matrix multiplication
and the diagonalization of the overlap matrix using the divide-and-conquer
algorithm, scales better than the overall average; it reaches up to 60% of the
ideal e ciency using 316 processes. Instead, as expected the Crank-Nicloson
procedure scales worse than the average, reaching only 35% of the ideal
e ciency. This is because the most expensive operation, the matrix inversion,
determines its scaling.
Figure 3.5 shows the relative share in the total running time of the three
main procedures involved: the Crank-Nicolson algorithm, the change of basis,
and the calculation of the SCF Hamiltonian plus other minor procedures such
as building the density matrix. The Crank-Nicolson algorithm takes about
18% of the total time on 30 processes, which increases to 25% on 316 processes.
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Instead, the change of basis procedure take about 38% of the total time on 30
processes, which decreases as the parallelization increases, reflecting its better
scaling properties. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the change of
basis is the most expensive operation on all number of processes, giving an
idea of the extra computational cost involved in performing a RT-TDDFT
simulation with a changing basis rather than a fixed one.
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Chapter 4
Electronic stopping power of H
in Ge: a narrow band gap
semiconductor
The direction and impact parameter dependence of electronic stopping power,
along with its velocity threshold behavior, is investigated in a prototypical
small band gap semiconductor. We calculate the electronic stopping power
of H in Ge, a semiconductor with relatively low packing density, using time-
evolving time-dependent density-functional theory. The calculations are
carried out in channeling conditions with di↵erent impact parameters and in
di↵erent crystal directions, for projectile velocities ranging from 0.05 to 0.6
atomic units. The satisfactory comparison with available experiments supports
the results and conclusions beyond experimental reach. The calculated
electronic stopping power is found to be di↵erent in di↵erent crystal directions;
however, strong impact parameter dependence is observed only in one of
these directions. The distinct velocity threshold observed in experiments
is well reproduced, and its non-trivial relation with the band gap follows
a perturbation theory argument surprisingly well. This simple model is
also successful in explaining why di↵erent density functionals give the same
threshold even with substantially di↵erent band gaps.
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4.1 Introduction
There is a growing interest in modeling the stopping power of ions with
velocities between 0.1-1 a.u. [121]. In this regime the electronic stopping power
(ESP) is generally dominant; however, at lower velocities the contribution from
nuclear collisions also becomes sizable [122]. Relatively recently, TD-DFT
based first principles calculations of ESP [36, 39, 40, 75] have been performed
for insulators and noble metals to explain some interesting e↵ects observed
experimentally [123–126] which do not fit the known theoretical models [21,
34]. These TD-DFT based calculations have successfully reproduced the
expected threshold behavior in wide band gap insulators, and the role of d
electrons in the non-linear behavior found in gold. In contrast, there has
not been much work done on semiconductors, except for a study [37] which
investigated oscillations in the ESP by varying the atomic number Z. However,
no systematic velocity-dependent investigation has been attempted at this
level of theory. Recent experiments show a possible small velocity threshold
for protons in bulk Ge, a system with very small band gap [127]. The band
gap of Ge is almost 20 times smaller than that of LiF while the observed
threshold velocity in Ge is only 2 to 3 times smaller. Very little is known
about the velocity threshold in small band gap materials.
Experimentally it is almost impossible to measure directly the ESP at
velocities . 0.2 a.u., as usually the total stopping power S = Sn + Se of the
medium is measured. The ESP can then be extracted from the measured
spectrum using di↵erent models [58, 128]. However, a quantitative knowledge
of all possible mechanisms contributing to the total stopping power is necessary
to extract the electronic component properly. At velocities not much higher
than 0.1 a.u. it becomes rather di cult to disentangle the two contributions
[129]. However, in simulations it is possible to directly access the ESP
using TD-DFT based non-adiabatic electron dynamics simulations. In such
simulations the projectile is directed along a crystal direction, where it does
not get too close to any of the target nuclei. The nuclear contribution to
the stopping power, therefore, is negligibly small and can even be completely
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suppressed by constraining the host atoms to be immobile.
In this study we have investigated the ESP of H in Ge. A small band
gap and relatively low packing density makes Ge particularly interesting for
the investigation of the threshold behavior which has been observed in wide
band gap insulators [75, 126]. The simulations have been carried out using
an equivalent method to Refs. [40, 75]. Furthermore, we have systematically
studied the direction and impact parameter dependence of the ESP, for which
very little is known. The accuracy o↵ered by this method, as verified in
the satisfactory comparison to experiments below, allows us to explore these
aspects explicitly.
4.2 Method
The calculations are carried out using RT-TDDFT implementation in Siesta
program and method [83, 95] as explained in Chapter 3. The ground state
of the system is calculated with the projectile placed at its initial position.
The ground state Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals serve as initial states. Once the
ground state of the system is known, the projectile is given an initial velocity
and the KS orbitals are propagated according to the time-dependent KS
equation using the Crank-Nicholson method with a time step of 1 as. The
forces on the nuclei are muted so that energy is transferred only through
inelastic scattering to the electrons. In any case, the projectile velocities are
fast enough to leave little or no time for the nuclei to respond. The projectile
velocity itself is similarly kept constant by neglecting forces on the projectile.
This allows for a simple extraction of the ESP at a well-defined velocity for
each simulation, which is the main aim of our study. The change in velocity,
if considered, can be expected to be of no more than 10%.
The total energy of the electronic subsystem is recorded as a function
of the projectile displacement for a given velocity, as shown by the example
in Figure 4.2 (dotted black line). The peaks reflect the crystal periodicity.
We then adiabatically move the projectile along the same trajectory (i.e.,
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Figure 4.1: Ge supercell in the [001] direction with H in a channel.
using standard ground-state DFT) and calculate a corresponding adiabatic
energy profile (solid red line). Subtracting the adiabatic total electronic
energy Ea(z) from the time-dependent total electronic energy Etd(z) gives an
oscillation-free profile of the non-adiabatic energy transfer to the electronic
subsystem along the trajectory:
 Ena(z) = Etd(z)  Ea(z); (4.1)
 Ena(z) is therefore the non-adiabatic contribution shown by the dashed blue
line, from which the gradient can easily be extracted by a linear fit; this gives
our value for the ESP at that velocity.
The Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in a basis of numerical atomic
orbitals of finite extent [96, 130]. A double-⇣ polarized (DZP) basis set
was used to represent the valence electrons of the projectile and the host
material, while the core electrons were replaced by norm conserving Troullier-
Martins pseudopotentials [131], factorized in the separable Kleinman-Bylander
(KB) form [132]. Pruneda and Artacho [133] have studied the validity of





















Figure 4.2: The total energy of the electronic subsystem as a function of the
projectile displacement is shown by the dotted (black) line (for a projectile
traveling along the [011] direction of Ge at a velocity of 0.6 a.u.). The solid
(red) line shows the adiabatic total energy of the electronic subsystem along
the same trajectory. The dashed (blue) line shows the di↵erence between the
two, i.e., the non-adiabatic energy contribution.
inclusion of core electrons in the valence configuration mitigates the errors
from this approximation. Therefore the e↵ect of the Ge pseudopotential was
checked by introducing the core (3d) electrons into the valence shell, which
might be important for the lowest impact parameter trajectories passing very
close to some of the Ge ions in the supercell. We did not find a significant
error in the ESP for any of the impact parameters shown in our results.
Considering the point expected to have the largest pseudopotential error (the
lowest impact parameter and the highest projectile velocity), the semicore
calculations give an increase of 0.35 eV/A˚ (an error of 4%). The parameters
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needed for the generation of the basis set used in this work, according to the
procedure explained in Ref. [96], are given in Table 4.1. The parameters need
to generate the pseudopotentials are listed in Table 4.2. The sampling of the
real-space grid, for representing the electronic density and basis functions for
the calculation of some terms of the Hamiltonian matrix [95], was chosen to
correspond to an energy cuto↵ of 200 Ry.
Table 4.1: Cuto↵ radii r(⇣1), r(⇣2) of first and second zeta functions respec-
tively, and the soft-confinement potential’s internal radius ri are in Bohr; the
soft-confinement potential pre-factor V0 is in Ry.
Species n l V0 ri r(⇣1) r(⇣2)
Ge 3 2 50 6 6.50
4 0 50 6 6.50 5.00
4 1 50 6 6.50 4.50
4 2 50 6 6.50
H 1 0 50 6 7.00 2.90
2 1 100 0 6.00
Table 4.2: Matching radii for each of the angular momentum channels of Ge
and H. All lengths are in Bohr.
Species s p d f
Ge(4s24p2) 2.06 2.85 2.58 2.58
Ge(3d104s24p2) 1.98 1.98 1.49 1.98
H(1s1) 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
A 96-atom supercell (Figure 4.1) constructed by 2⇥ 2⇥ 3 conventional
cubic cells of Ge was used. We have checked the convergence of the ESP
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with respect to supercell size using a larger 144-atom supercell at a projectile
velocity of 0.6 a.u., finding an increase of 0.29 eV/A˚ (an error of 4%). A
k -point mesh of 4⇥ 4⇥ 3 points generated with the Monkhorst-Pack method
[134] corresponding to an e↵ective cuto↵ length of 22.36 A˚[135] was used
after testing its convergence (see Fig. 4.3). The exchange and correlation
functional was evaluated using the local density approximation (LDA) in the
Ceperley-Alder form [80].
We used the theoretical lattice constant, which was found to be 5.59 A˚,
compared to an experimental value of 5.66 A˚. This underestimation of ⇠ 1%
is typical for the LDA. An indirect band gap of 0.70 eV was found for bulk
Ge, compared with an experimental value of 0.74 eV (at 0 K). However, it is
important to note that this good agreement is fortuitous, as DFT with LDA
generally either underestimates the band gap or does not produce one at all.
Pseudopotential can be one of the sources of cancellation of errors [136] along
with a smaller lattice parameter which tend to open the band gap. Lee et al.
[137], using a plane-wave method, have reported an indirect band gap of 0.41
eV. Much larger band gap, up to 0.81 eV [138], have been reported depending
upon the details of the calculation. The dependence on the density functional
was checked by repeating the calculations for the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional [139], for which the theoretical lattice constant was found
to be 5.78 A˚ with a direct band gap of 0.33 eV.
In order to check the convergence of our basis in Siesta, we have also
computed the band structure with the plane-wave DFT code Abinit [140],
making use of exactly the same pseudopotential including the same choice of
local potential and KB projectors, and a high kinetic energy cuto↵ of 95 Ry
for the basis. The agreement for the valence and low-lying conduction bands
is excellent, although we find a slightly smaller band gap of 0.58 eV with the
plane-wave calculation (see Fig. 4.4).
The projectile trajectories are chosen along the [001], [011], and [111]
directions. A sectional view of the simulation box orthogonal to the [001]
channel is shown in Figure 4.1. Di↵erent representative impact parameters
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are considered within the [001], [011], and [111] channels. The projectile
















Figure 4.3: The electronic stopping power calculations in the [111] channel
with di↵erent k -point sampling. The red solid circle and blue star data points
indicate a  -point and displaced  -point calculations, respectively. The empty
green circle, solid magenta rectangle, and empty cyan rectangles represent
the calculations with 2⇥ 2⇥ 1, 4⇥ 4⇥ 3, 6⇥ 6⇥ 4 k -points generated using
Monkhorst-Pack method [134], respectively.
4.3 Results and Discussion
In an experiment with a polycrystalline sample the projectile gets channeled
along di↵erent crystal directions. We have therefore taken into account
the direction and impact parameter dependence. We have computed the
ESP along three di↵erent channels. The calculated ESP is compared with

























Figure 4.4: The band structure and density of states of bulk Ge calculated
using Siesta (LCAO) and Abinit (Plane Waves) is compared. The same
pseudopotential (and its local and non-local components) is used in both
codes. The solid and dashed lines represent Abinit and Siesta calculations,
respectively.
4.3.1 The velocity threshold
The ESP varies linearly with projectile velocity, intercepting zero at a finite
velocity. This indicates a definitive threshold. Roth et al. [127] determine
the threshold velocity, by extrapolating the experimental data, to be 0.027
a.u. ±10%. We have found the threshold velocity to be di↵erent for di↵erent
channels. It is 0.05 a.u. in the [001] direction and 0.03 a.u. in the [111] and
[011] directions.
The threshold behavior has been observed in insulators both experimentally
and theoretically. From perturbation theory a relationship between the
projectile velocity and electronic transitions is given by (see, e.g., Ref. [141])
vth ·  k = "g, (4.2)
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Figure 4.5: Electronic stopping power (Se) vs velocity (v) of a H projectile in
bulk Ge along di↵erent crystal directions, as obtained from TD-DFT, and
compared with the experimental measurements (empty triangle data points)
reported in Ref. [127]. The trajectories in all the three directions are along
the centers of respective channels with one additional trajectory in the [011]
direction (empty square data points) at a very low impact parameter, (0.24
Bohr position 1 in Figure 4.12).
where v is the projectile velocity,  k is the change in momentum in electronic
excitations, and "g is the band gap and we are taking ~ = 1 for simplification
through out this article. This is a known relationship that can be obtained
in several di↵erent ways; here, we present one such way of deriving it. If a
particle of mass m and initial momentum ki collides with another particle of
mass M and initial momentum Ki, conservation of momentum requires that
 k ⌘ kf   ki = Ki  Kf , (4.3)
where kf and Kf are the final momenta of the particles, respectively, and  k
denotes the change in momentum. Conservation of energy requires that
"f   "i = 1
2M








Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration of the relationship between an indirect
band gap and the threshold velocity. The arrow shows a common tangent
line from the top valence band to the bottom of conduction band.
where "i and "f are initial and final energies of the particle of mass m,
respectively. From equation 4.3, we can write
K2i  K2f = 2 k ·Ki   k2. (4.5)
On substituting equation 4.5 in equation 4.4, we obtain
"f   "i = 1
M
Ki ·  k  1
2M
 k2. (4.6)
In the limit M !1, the second term in equation 4.6 vanishes, and the rest
simplifies to
"f   "i = v ·  k, (4.7)
where v = KiM . The smallest excitation in the system would require "f "i = "g,
where "g is the band gap of the material, with an accompanying change in
momentum  k of the electron undergoing the transition. The threshold
velocity of the projectile at the onset of energy loss would therefore relate to
the band gap as:
"g = vth ·  k. (4.8)
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Figure 4.7: Band structure of bulk Ge, calculated using PBE (dashed blue
line) and LDA (solid black line). The valence band maxima from the two
calculations are aligned with each other for clarity. The two solid (red) arrows
illustrate the threshold velocity corresponding to electron-hole excitations in
both cases following equation 4.2 in the [001] direction. The dotted (magenta)
arrow shows the same (LDA only) in the [111] direction.
can be extended to the case of parabolic bands with an indirect band gap.
The condition for the direct band gap ["g =
1
2(me +mh)vth] can be found
in Ref. [141]. A geometrical way to proceed for the indirect band gap is to
find the conditions for which a straight line (corresponding to the red arrow
in Figure 4.6) would cross both of the parabolas, and from these derive the
limiting velocity value below which there is no crossing. Considering first the




|ke   k0|2 + "g. (4.9)
The transition line "t = ke · v+ "0 should cross the parabola "e, where "0 is a
constant defining the vertical positioning of the transition line of slope v (red
arrow in Figure 4.6):
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Figure 4.8: The ESP, calculated using the PBE (dashed blue line with triangle
data points) and LDA (solid black line with circle data points) functionals,
in the [001] direction. The dashed (red) line shows the threshold velocity
estimated from the band structure.
Here for simplicity we consider that k0 and v are collinear. Furthermore,
since we are interested in obtaining an equation for the threshold velocity, we
can consider that ke is parallel to v without loss of generality. The equation
4.10 is quadratic in ke and can be solved to give
ke = k0 +mev ±
q
(k0 +mev)2   2me("g   "0)  k20. (4.11)
Similarly, for holes we can write





Again, the transition line "t = kh ·v+ "0 should cross this parabola. Equating
the two gives a quadratic equation in kh which can be solved to give
kh =  mhv ±
p
(mhv)2   2mh"0. (4.13)
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th + k0vth. (4.17)
Following equation 4.2, the velocity threshold for an indirect band gap
modelled as in Figure 4.6 would correspond to the relation 4.17, where me
and mh are the electron and hole masses, respectively, k0 is the di↵erence in
crystal momentum between the valence band maximum and the conduction
band minimum, and "g is the indirect band gap. It follows that for small k0
the threshold returns to the direct band gap behaviour (see Ref. [141]), and
vth / p"g. In the case when both parabolas are thin on the scale of k0, i.e.,
when k0  
p
(me +mh)"g, the threshold velocity rather goes as vth =
"g
k0
and is thus linear with "g. This argument implies that, for parabolic bands,
below a threshold velocity the ESP would drop to zero. For the case of
periodic bands, however, this threshold would not be strict, but can still be
defined within some accuracy depending on the smoothness of the projectile’s
potential convoluted with the relevant electronic wave functions [141]. From
Equation 4.2, a threshold velocity in a given direction can be estimated from
the band structure of the material by finding the gradient of the line which
is a joint tangent to the valence and conduction bands, shown by the arrow
in Figure 4.6. The threshold velocity estimated from the band structure in
the [001] direction is found to be 0.053 a.u. as shown in Figure 4.7 (solid
arrows), which is in good agreement with the calculated value of 0.05 a.u. in
the same direction. Furthermore, the reason for finding di↵erent threshold









































Figure 4.9: The projected electronic densities along the trajectories of projec-
tile in di↵erent channels, top [001], middle [111], bottom [011]. The depicted
planes are defined by the projectile direction of propagation (z) and a high
symmetry perpendicular direction d (the [011] in case of the [001] channel).
The electron density increases from dark to bright.
tangent line in the [111] direction (dotted arrow in Figure 4.7) is di↵erent and
smaller, in qualitative agreement with the TD-DFT calculations. Although
the mentioned experiments average out this direction dependence, here we
can relate it with the band structure of the host material.
The comparison between LDA and PBE results in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 is of
special interest. The electronic band gaps di↵er by a factor of 2, and yet the
ESP shows no significant di↵erence. The LDA functional produces an indirect
band gap of 0.70 eV, while the PBE functional produces a direct band gap of
0.33 eV. The calculated band structures are shown in Figure 4.7. However,
the ESP calculated using LDA and PBE does not di↵er significantly at low
velocities, and the two calculations produce almost the same threshold. This
is a clear indication that the threshold phenomenon is not straightforwardly














Figure 4.10: The projected density is averaged over the z-axis for all three
channels.
and conduction bands in both cases is almost the same (shown by the solid
arrows in Figure 4.7). This suggests that the behavior of the ESP threshold at
low velocities is rather related to the indirect band gap in the given direction
regardless of its being the absolute gap. This further supports the above
described model of the ESP threshold. The fact that the relation in Equation
4.17 is accurate using the unperturbed host band structure is somewhat
surprising. Such agreement is due to the fact that the perturbing projectile
potential does not significantly a↵ect the band structure around the gap.
4.3.2 Direction and impact parameter dependence
We have found that the ESP strongly depends on direction in the crystal,
particularly at high velocities. The di↵erence in the ESP between the [111]
and [001] channels is up to 3%, and between these two and the [011] channel
it is up to 33%. The electron density along these channels is shown in Figure
4.9 in suitable planes. The electron density is then averaged over the z-axis,
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as shown in Figure 4.10. The direction with the lowest ESP for a channeled
projectile ([011]) has a lower average density in the center of the channel
compared with the two other channels. For [001] and [111] the averaged
density is not significantly di↵erent, similarly what happens for the ESP. This
suggests that the ESP in channeling conditions can be related to the average
density along the trajectory, corroborating and supporting assumptions and





























Figure 4.11: Electronic energy against distance along the di↵erent projectile
trajectories in the [001] direction. The projectile velocity for all the trajectories
is 0.5 a.u.. The inset shows a sectional view of the [001] channel and the
trajectories. The gray circles represent Ge atoms in di↵erent transverse planes
(defining the channel), while the black circles show the projectile positions
for di↵erent impact parameters.
We have simulated five di↵erent trajectories in the [001] channel, as shown
in the inset of Figure 4.11. The five trajectories are chosen to sample di↵erent
impact parameters (di↵erent closest distance to any of the host atoms) within
the channel. For each trajectory we show the total energy of the electronic
subsystem versus distance for a given velocity of 0.5 a.u. in Figures 4.11


























Figure 4.12: Electronic energy against distance along the di↵erent projectile
trajectories in the [011] direction. The projectile velocity for all the trajectories
is 0.5 a.u.. The inset shows a sectional view of the [011] channel and the
trajectories. The gray circles represent Ge atoms in di↵erent transverse planes
(defining the channel), while the black circles show the projectile positions
for di↵erent impact parameters.
channel; the periodic variation in the electronic energy reflects the periodicity
of the crystal. A larger variation is seen for the trajectories with the lowest
impact parameters, as should be expected; however, the base-lines of all the
trajectories have the same gradient, which shows that, in this direction, the
ESP is quite insensitive to impact parameters. A similar calculation in the
[111] direction gives the same result (not shown). However, the ESP strongly
depends on impact parameter in the [011] direction. The total electronic
energy profile for five di↵erent trajectories in this direction is shown in Figure
4.12. The change in ESP from the highest impact parameter, i.e., the center
of channel (empty circle data points in Figure 4.5) and the lowest impact
parameter, i.e., close to the edge of channel (empty square data pionts in
Figure 4.5) changes by a factor of 2. Again looking at the average density
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in the [011] direction (Figure 4.10), we can see that it changes by a factor
of 3 from the center to the edge of the channel. This reflects the proposed
strong correlation between the ESP and the averaged local density within a
small radius of the impact parameter. It is to be expected that such a radius
(or cross section) would increase for slower projectiles. This is verified by the
larger slope of the ESP for the center of the [011] channel trajectory for lower
velocities. Indeed, the low velocity limit displays the same behavior for all
trajectories, indicating that the larger cross section is seeing the same average
electron density in all the cases.
In experiment the ESP is naturally averaged over di↵erent directions and
impact parameters, and precise knowledge of this averaging mechanism would
be necessary to obtain a comparable average from our calculations. We have
not attempted to do so, although it is clear from Figure 4.5 that any such
averaging would result in a slight underestimation with respect to experiment,
especially for high velocities.
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Chapter 5
Electronic stopping power of
He in Ge
5.1 Motivation
The electronic stopping power of light projectiles, such as H and He, is
generally found to be linearly proportional to the projectile velocity in the low
velocity regime. However, recent theoretical [40, 44] and experimental [124,
127, 146] works have showed that this is not always true. The band structure
of the host material [40, 44] and sometimes combined with the projectile
states [45] plays an important role. The electronic stopping power of He in
various materials (metals and insulators) has been studied, both theoretically
[40, 75] and experimentally [124–126, 129]. The electronic stopping power of
He in Al in experiments shows a change of slope around 0.2 a.u. of velocity
[125]. But this change of slope does not appear in the RT-TDDFT based
calculations [75], thus remains unexplained. A similar change of slope is
experimentally measured in Cu and Au [124] which has been understood as
an e↵ect of the band structure within RT-TDDFT calculations [40, 44].
Scattering of the low energy He ions o↵ the Ge surface has been subject of
experimental studies [147]. Recently Se of He in Ge has been experimentally
measured [148]. The Se of He in Ge shows a change of slope around 0.2 a.u.
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of velocity. This background makes He-Ge an interesting system to study.
We have calculated the Se of He in Ge in the velocity of range of 0.05 to 0.6
a.u..
5.2 Method
The simulation method explained in Chapter 4 used to calculate the Se
of H in Ge is used for this system. A 96-atom supercell constructed by
2⇥ 2⇥ 3 conventional cubic cells of Ge was used. A k -point mesh of 4⇥ 4⇥ 3
points generated with the Monkhorst-Pack method [134] corresponding to an
e↵ective cuto↵ length of 22.36 A˚[135] was used. The exchange and correlation
functional was evaluated using the local density approximation (LDA) in the
Ceperley-Alder form [80]. A double-⇣ polarized (DZP) basis set was used to
represent the valence electrons of the projectile and the host material (see
Table 5.1), while the core electrons were replaced by norm conserving Troullier-
Martins pseudopotentials [131], factorized in the separable Kleinman-Bylander
(KB) form [132] (see Table 5.2). The rest of the simulation parameters for
the bulk Ge as same as given in Chapter 4.
Table 5.1: Cuto↵ radii r(⇣1), r(⇣2) of first and second zeta functions respec-
tively, and the soft-confinement potential’s internal radius ri are in Bohr; the
soft-confinement potential pre-factor V0 is in Ry.
Species n l V0 ri r(⇣1) r(⇣2)
Ge 3 2 50 6 6.50
4 0 50 6 6.50 5.00
4 1 50 6 6.50 4.50
4 2 50 6 6.50
He 1 0 50 6 8.00 3.00
2 1 100 0 8.00
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Table 5.2: Matching radii for each of the angular momentum channels of Ge
and He. All lengths are in Bohr.
Species s p d f
Ge(4s24p2) 2.06 2.85 2.58 2.58
Ge(3d104s24p2) 1.98 1.98 1.49 1.98
He(1s2) 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14
The calculations are performed in channeling conditions along the [001],
[011], and [111] directions.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The calculated Se of He in Ge in di↵erent channels is compared with the
experimental results [148] in Fig. 5. A clear velocity threshold is observed at
0.05 a.u. of velocity for the [001] and 0.07 a.u. in [011] channel. The velocity
threshold for the [111] channel is estimated to be 0.02 a.u. by extrapolation.
The velocity threshold is in line with the conclusions, discussed in Chapter 4,
in case of H in Ge. The calculated Se in [111] channel is only slightly larger
than that of the [001] direction. The experimental values of the Se are for
a polycrystalline sample, hence, a direct comparison with the Se calculated
in channeling conditions is not straightforward. However, overall agreement
between the calculated and the experimentally measured Se is reasonable,
except for the [011] channel. The calculated Se in [011] direction with hyper-
channeling condition, given by red line joing red square data points in Fig.
5.1, is by a factor of 3 smaller than that of the [111] and [001] channels.
The theoretically calculated Se not only varies widely between di↵erent
channels, but within a given channel for di↵erent impact parameters. We
have calculated Se with di↵erent impact parameters as shown in Fig. 5.2 in
the widest channel, which in this case is the [011] channel. The Se shows a
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very strong dependence on impact parameters in this direction. From center
to edge (from large to small impact parameter) the Se increases by a factor
of 4. As discussed in the previous chapter, steep change in electronic density
from center to edge of the channel is most like cause of this behaviour. Very
little or no impact parameter dependence is observed in our calculations in
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Figure 5.1: The calculated electronic stopping power (Se) is compared with
with experimental data. The solid green triangle data points represent
experimental data [148]. The solid blue circle data points show the calculated
Se in the [111] channel. The emply black circle data points show the calculated
Se in the [001] direction. The solid red square data points show the calculated
Se in the [011] direction. The solid red data points from 1 to 5 at v = 0.5 a.u.
show the calculated Se in the [011] direction with di↵erent impact parameters
as shown in Fig. 5.2. The emply grey square data points show the calculated
Se of H in Ge in the [011] direction.








Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of impact parameters in the [011]
direction. The black circles represent the Ge atoms outlining the sectional
view of the [011] channel. The red circles represent transverse position of the
projectile in the channel.
two channels. The [011] channel is the widest and has low electronic density
around the center of channel (as discussed in Chapter 4, and shown in Fig.
4.10). This observation is in agreement with jellium models [19], that at low
densities the Se of He is lower than that of H.
The change of slope observed in experimental measurements around 0.2
a.u. of velocity does not appear in our calculations. Although there is
no clear explanation available, but its appearance in other systems around
the same velocity suggest that a cross-over from hyper-channeling to more
and more random trajectories a possible cause. At velocities below 0.2 a.u.
the projectile is more likely to get channeled and sample only large impact
parameter trajectories. While at relatively higher velocities, the channeling
becomes less likely and the projectile samples all impact parameters. The
strong impact parameter dependence revealed in our calculations means low
impact parameter trajectories would produce higher stopping power. Another
likely cause of the change of slope of the Se could have been cross-over to
the excitation of d -electrons of Ge. However, we have calculated the Se with



















Figure 5.3: The electronic stopping power (Se) of He in Ge in the [001]
direction. The black empty circle data points show the case when d -electrons
of Ge are frozen into core by the pseudopotential approximation. The solid
red square data points show the case when d -electrons are Ge are explicitly
treated as valence electrons.
additional contribution to the Se is observed over the range of projectiles
velocities considered in this work.
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Chapter 6
Electronic stopping power of Ni
in Ni
Electronic stopping power in the keV/A˚ range is accurately calculated from
first principles. The energy loss to electrons in self-irradiated nickel, a
paradigmatic system, using real-time time-dependent density functional the-
ory is studied. Di↵erent core states are explicitly included in the simula-
tions to understand their involvement in the dissipation mechanism. The
experimental data are well reproduced in the projectile velocity range of
1.0   12.0 atomic units. The core electrons of the projectile are found to
open additional dissipation channels as the projectile velocity increases. The
systematic, explicit, and flexible inclusion of the core states reveals that
almost all of the energy loss is accounted for within this first principles ap-
proach. Core electrons as deep as 2s are treated explicitly and are found to
be necessary to account for the ion energy loss at relatively high projectile
velocities.
6.1 Background
The pioneering work presented in Refs. [36–49, 90] is not only in good
agreement with experiments and provides further insights into the problem
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Figure 6.1: Ni projectile shooting in the [111] direction as viewed from the
[100] direction. The snapshots of density di↵erence (excited density minus
ground state density) are shown at times (from left to right) 0.10 fs, 0.15 fs,
and 0.30 fs. Regions in blue color indicate the positive di↵erence and those
in red indicate the negative di↵erence.
of electronic stopping of ions but demonstrably sets the stage for using RT-
TDDFT to study this problem in a wide variety of systems. However, most of
the previous RT-TDDFT based studies have been limited to simple projectiles
(H, He) [48], low projectile energies and mostly lighter host elements with
low electronic stopping. In most of these cases, the electronic stopping power,
which is the energy lost by the projectile per unit path length, Se =  dEdx ,
is in the order of 10 eV/A˚ and at such energy deposition rates very little
or no permanent damage is expected. The e↵ect of explicit treatment of
the core and semi-core electrons of the target with light projectiles (H,He)
on the electronic stopping power has been studied using LR-TDDFT [35]
and RT-TDDFT [40, 42]. Ojenpera¨ et al. [41] have shown the significant
e↵ect of core electrons of the projectile using RT-TDDFT. The self-irradiated
transition metals are known to have extremely high values of Se [58], in the
range of keV/A˚, which can cause significant permanent damage, mainly in the
form of ion-tracks [149]. The self-irradiated transition metals have not been
studied using first-principles methods before, with the full e↵ect of core states.
In fact, no material with Se values in keV/A˚ range has ever before been








Table 6.1: Di↵erent pseudopotentials and labels utilised in this work. The
number next to the element name indicates the number of explicit electrons
simulated, for the projectile and for each of the host atoms.
explained and quite challenging to study within first principle approaches.
The excitation of core states and their contribution in dissipation is expected
to be critical in explaining extremely high stopping powers [150]. The precise
mechanism of these excitations and their relative contributions remains poorly
understood.
We have considered the prototypical problem of a self-irradiated transition
metal, Nickel (Ni), in which a primary knock-on atom (PKA) shoots through
the bulk. This is a common occurrence in materials exposed to neutron
radiation. Ni based alloys are known for their radiation tolerance [151],
thermal stability and optimal mechanical properties, making them promising
candidate materials for next generation energy and aerospace applications
[152–154]. The presence of Ni in structural alloys is known to play an
important role in mitigation of swelling under irradiation [155]. Ni, along
with iron (Fe) and tungsten (W), is the subject of extensive radiation damage
research [8, 156, 157]. Most of the radiation damage studies are limited
to classical and adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations, but an accurate
description of radiation damage demands a good characterization of non-
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adiabatic electronic contributions. They become very pronounced in the case
of heavy projectile and heavy target.
There are no direct experimental data available for the stopping power of
Ni in Ni, except for the element-extrapolations of Stopping and Range of Ions
in Matter (SRIM) model [58]. The SRIM model shows that in self-irradiated
Ni, nuclear stopping is dominant for velocities up to 1 a.u. and quickly
diminishes beyond it (see Fig. 6.2). However, Se becomes dominant beyond
1 a.u. of velocity and accounts for almost all of the stopping power in the
high velocity regime. In this work we have considered the velocity range from
1.0 to 12.0 a.u. which includes the maximum of electronic stopping.
6.2 Simulation Method
We have used the RT-TDDFT formalism within the adiabatic local density
approximation (ALDA) [80] for exchange and correlation potential. We
have used the first principles (DFT, TDDFT) code, qb@ll [84, 86], for our
calculations. The RT-TDDFT implementation is described in Ref. [85].
The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions are expanded in a plane-wave basis. The
Se changes less than 3% as the energy cuto↵ is varied from 160 to 400 Ry (see
Fig. 6.3). An energy cuto↵ of 160 Ry is used for the rest of the calculations.
The ions are represented by norm-conserving non-local pseudopotentials,
factorized in the Kleinman-Bylander form [132]. A supercell containing
108 atoms was constructed by 3⇥3⇥3 conventional cubic cells of face-centred
Ni crystal. The experimental value of 3.52 A˚ for the lattice constant is used.
The simulation scheme follows an almost virtual experiment. A Ni in-
terstitial is placed inside the supercell and a self-consistent ground state is
obtained. The self-consistent ground state serves as an initial state for the
real-time evolution of Kohn-Sham wavefunctions. From the self-consistent
ground state, the Ni interstitial is instataneously given a velocity at t = 0
mimicking a PKA event, hence becoming a projectile. The sudden kick causes
a relatively short-lived transient before the system enters a dynamical steady
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state. As the projectile shoots through the bulk, the Kohn-Sham wavefunc-
tions are propagated in time using a fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator
[85] combined with all atoms fixed except the projectile, which moves with a
constant velocity. The constrained ionic motion is based on the assumption
that ionic velocities, for the considered simulation time and velocities, do not
change significantly. After testing the convergence of simulation parameters,
a time step of 0.2 attoseconds or smaller is used for time-integration (dt = dxv
by additionally requiring dx  0.01 a0). The total Kohn-Sham energy of
the electronic sub-system is recorded as a function of distance travelled by
the projectile. The constrained motion of ions guarantees that the change
in Kohn-Sham energy along the trajectory corresponds to the ‘electron-only’
stopping (Se) experienced by the projectile. The Kohn-Sham energy as a
function of distance is recorded for di↵erent velocities. The slope of each of
those curves is obtained by simple linear curve fitting as detailed in Refs. [42,
44, 90], which gives Se for that particular velocity. All the calculations in this
work are in channeling condition along the [111] direction of the face-centred
cubic crystal of Ni.
6.3 Results and Discussion
We have investigated the contribution of core-states by controlling their
inclusion via a sequence of di↵erent pseudopotential approximations. The
pseudopotential approximation replaces core electrons by an e↵ective potential
that defines the physics of the valence electrons. It is in general a necessary
approximation when working with a plane wave basis [77]. The core states
frozen into a pseudopotential cannot polarize or take part in any dynamic
process. Redefining the partition between valence and core electrons allows us
to tailor the pseudopotential approximation. We have exploited this freedom
to study the participation of the di↵erent core states in the process of energy
deposition. We have generated four pseudopotentials, namely, Ni10, Ni16,




















































Figure 6.2: Calculated electronic stopping power (Se) of a Ni projectile in a
Ni crystal with di↵erent electronic configurations, as a function of velocity,
compared with the SRIM data. The dashed (black) curve shows the nuclear
stopping power from SRIM data. The solid (blue) curve represents the
electronic stopping power from SRIM data [158]. The open triangle (maroon)
data points show calculated Se of a Ni10 projectile in a Ni10 host. The solid
squares (red) data points display the calculated Se of a Ni16 projectile in a
Ni16 bulk. The Solid circles (indigo) data points are for a Ni18 projectile in
Ni18 host. The open circle for Ni26 in Ni18 and the open squares for Ni26 in
Ni26
161].
The results of our calculations, for the di↵erent core/valence sets, are
presented and compared with the SRIM data in Fig. 6.2. The calculated Se
of Ni10 in Ni10 (Ni projectile and host atoms all with 10 explicit electrons) is
clearly underestimated in practically the whole velocity range investigated,
as shown by open triangle data points in Fig. 6.2, by about an order of
magnitude as compared to SRIM data (solid line in Fig.6.2). Not only the Se
is underestimated, the maximum of Se occurs around 5 a.u. of velocity while
SRIM predicts it to peak around 9 a.u.. However, redefining more electrons
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from frozen core to explicitly simulated valence states makes a very significant
di↵erence. In an otherwise similar calculation with a Ni16 projectile in Ni16
bulk, the calculated Se increases almost by a factor of two, as shown by the
solid square data points in Fig. 6.2. This is a strong direct evidence of the
core states participation in the energy dissipation mechanism. However, the
Se remains underestimated in comparison to the SRIM data. Digging further
in the same direction; we have calculated the Se of Ni18 in Ni18 bulk and
Ni26 and Ni26 bulk. The Ni18 projectile in Ni18 bulk calculation, solid circle
data points in Fig. 6.2, confirms the trend, although does not fully account
for the underestimation in the Se. The Ni26 projectile in Ni26 bulk case, open
square data points in Fig. 6.2, produces the Se, in perfect agreement with the
SRIM data from 1.0 to 3.0 a.u. of velocity, while it is underestimated by less
than 10% between 3.0 to 9 a.u., which is within the anticipated inaccuracy in

























Figure 6.3: The convergence of the electronic stopping power with respect to
the plane-wave energy cuto↵
Apart from the good agreement with the SRIM model based data, these
results provide a very clear evidence that core states as deep as 2s22p6 very
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Figure 6.4: The energy expectation values of the TDKS wavefunctions as a
function of the projectile position. The inset in the top panel shows the scale
at initial transient, due to initial velocity kick, disappears.
inference is that if the right number of core electrons are allowed to participate



















2s at v = 2.0 a.u.
2s at v = 4.0 a.u.
2s at v = 6.0 a.u.
Figure 6.5: The center of charge of the 2s orbital with respect to the position
or projectile along the line of motion.
within the RT-TDDFT formalism. The Se values for di↵erent valence states
converges in the low-velocity limit. On the other hand, the Se of the system
with limited valence states saturates at higher velocities. The smaller the
number of valence electrons, the earlier the Se saturates with increasing
velocity. This further confirms that the observed e↵ect is truly due the
contribution of core electrons.
To distinguish the e↵ect of core electrons in the host from those of the
projectile, we have computed the Se of a Ni26 projectile in a Ni18 host, as
given by open square data points in Fig. 6.2. It is very interesting to note
that it almost exactly matches the Se of the Ni26 in Ni26 case. The only
di↵erence, between Ni18 in Ni18 (solid circles in Fig. 6.2) and Ni26 in Ni18
is the presence of 2s22p6 electrons of the projectile, which increases the Se
by a factor of almost two. This points to the importance of bare charge of
the highly ionized projectile. This result strongly suggests that the critical
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contribution comes from the 2s22p6 electrons of the projectile while the deep
electrons of the host do not make any significant di↵erence.
Another important characteristic of the Se(v) curve is the position of the
peak. As more and more core electrons are treated explicitly, the Se peak
position gradually corrects by shifting rightwards. The SRIM data predicts
the Se peak position around 9.4 a.u. of velocity. Our calculations produce
the Se peak position around 8.0 a.u. of velocity, underestimated by 15%.
The Ni26 projectile in a Ni18 host allows us to identify the dynamics
of core electrons. In Fig. 6.4 we show the time evolution of the energy
expectation values of the occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals for di↵erent projectile
velocities. It shows di↵erent electronic levels and bands, the three lowest
corresponding to the initially occupied 2p levels of the projectile (Ni26)
(although the calculation of Se is well converged with respect to the energy
cuto↵, the convergence of individual core states would require higher cuto↵
energies, nevertheless, they o↵er a good qualitative insight). Two distinct
features, depending on the velocity regime, are immediately noticeable. At
low velocities the core occupied levels remain in their energy range, while
the valence band shows that some dynamical states acquire energies that
eventually reach hundreds of eV above the Fermi energy, forming an increasing
set of ballistic electrons. At high velocity the e↵ect is more pronounced, both
in the number of electrons and the energy scale. More importantly we see an
e↵ect that is absent at low velocity, related to the excitation of core electrons
of the projectile into valence band energies and further into the ballistic range.
This excitation of core electrons of the projectile coincides with the transient
region, which we interpret as an early ionisation of the projectile.
It is interesting to note that the oscillations in the energy expectation
values of the 2p states do not commensurate with lattice spacing, but change
with velocity, rather maintaining a constant period in time. These oscillation
can be related to the oscillation of core-orbitals in real space. For example,
we have calculated the center of charge, di, due to each core orbital with
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respect to the position of the projectile rp, along the line of motion;
di = rp   h i|r| iih i| ii . (6.1)
The center of charge, for 2s orbital, is shown in Fig. 6.5 for di↵erent projectile
velocities. The 2s and 2p orbitals show this oscillation in real space as show in
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. The deformation increases but the time-period
of oscillations remains constant. It is unclear if this fluttering in real space
contributes to the dissipation mechanism. It would be an interesting prospect
to explore the underlying cause of this flapping which bears some similarity
















0.0 a0 0.80 a0 1.60 a0 2.40 a0
Figure 6.6: The contour plot of the 2s orbital at di↵erent positions along
the trajectory. The initial orbital appears clipped because the projectile is
initially placed at [011] plane of the supercell. The yellow ball shows position
















0.0 a0 0.80 a0 1.60 a0 2.40 a0
Figure 6.7: The contour plot of the one of 2p orbitals along the trajectory at
di↵erent positions. The initial orbital appears clipped because the projectile is
initially placed at [011] plane of the supercell. The yellow ball shows position
of the projectile. The contours are plotted using logscale.
In summary, for Ni, like other transition metals that show a very high
electronic stopping power, core electrons were found to have a major contri-
bution in it, particularly those of the projectile. Adding explicit electrons in
the simulation has the dual e↵ect of adding more excitation channels, mainly
in the form of electrons of the host, and making the ion potential deeper
when ionization occurs, mainly in the projectile. The 10 electrons per atoms
with frozen core seems to be a good approximation only below v < 1 a.u.,
while 18 electrons per atom is valid for v < 2 a.u. before saturating. For
larger velocities, more electrons need to be taken into account to reproduce a
reasonable value for the stopping power; specially for the projectile ion.
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Chapter 7
Electronic stopping power of W
in W
7.1 Motivation
Transition metals and their alloys are of primary interest for nuclear engineer-
ing and energy applications. For this reason the interaction with fast ions is
of primary interest. Tungsten (W) for its unique physical and chemical prop-
erties is being considered the most promising candidate material for primary
containment components in nuclear fusion reactors [162]. There is a growing
interest in studying the nature of damage endured under sustained radiation
exposure [163, 164]. Recent experimental [165] and atomistic simulation [166]
studies have focused on damage caused by primary knock-on atoms (PKAs).
An energetic neutron or ↵-particle can knock out an ion of the target material
from its equilibrium position setting it into motion. This is called a PKA.
The PKA, as it shoots through the host material, dissipates its energy by
exciting host electrons and elastic collisions with host ions. This interaction
of the PKA with the host material determines the scale and nature of damage
produced in the target. The role of energy dissipation to electrons in the
classical molecular dynamics simulation of radiation damage is modelled by















Figure 7.1: Change in the total Kohn-Sham energy for a given projectile
distance with di↵erent time steps.
168]. The radiation damage in W has been studied using classical molecular
dynamics simulations. The electronic e↵ects, included as a friction term and
via a heat bath, have been shown to significantly e↵ect the state of final
damage [169]. The accuracy and predictive ability of such simulations depend
on the accurate knowledge of the electronic stopping power and electron-
phonon coupling. The role of electronic e↵ects in radiation damage beyond
these classical models remains to be understood.
The calculation of electronic stopping power using first principles ap-
proaches such as RT-TDDFT not only provides accurate data for classical
molecular dynamics simulation but o↵ers a better understanding of the dis-
sipation mechanism. It further opens the possibility of going beyond the
classical simulations to study radiation damage [170, 171].
We have calculated the electronic stopping power (Se) of self-irradiated




The Se of W in W is calculated in hyper-channeling conditions in the [001]
direction. The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions are expanded in plane-wave basis
with an energy cuto↵ of 280 Ry. The atoms are represented by norm-
conserving non-local pseudopotentials, factorized in the Kleinman-Bylander
form [132]. A supercell of 108 atoms is constructed by 3⇥ 3⇥ 6 conventional
cubic cells of body-centered W crystal. The experimentally measured lattice
constant of 3.16 A˚ is used. The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions are propagated
in time using the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm implemented in Qbox
code [85]. A time step of 0.02 a.u. or smaller is used, after convergence tests
for the integration (See Fig. 7.1). The time is decreased, when necessary, to
ensure  x  0.01 a0 for the projectile.
The positions of the target atoms are constrained while the projectile is
constrained to move with a constant velocity. For each given velocity the
change in total Kohn-Sham energy of the electronic subsystem is recorded
as a function of projectile distance to extract the Se. The projectile velocity
range considered for these calculations is 1.0  12.0 a.u.
7.3 Results and Discussion
The Se is calculated using di↵erent pseudopotentials for the projectile and the
host atoms. This approach allows to control the valence charge both in the
target and the projectile. We have used three di↵erent pseudopotentials with
valence charge of 12, 20, and 26 denoted by W12, W20, and W26 respectively.
The results are compared between the cases with di↵erent valence charge
and with the stopping data from SRIM model. Like the case of Ni in Ni,
the valence charge or the number of electrons treated explicitly play a very
important role. The Se increases by almost a factor of 2 when the valence
charge on projectile is changed from 12 to 20 in the same target (W12) as
shown by empty triangle data points (W12-W12) and the solid square data






















Figure 7.2: The electronic stopping power, Se, of W projectile in W host
with di↵erent valence charge and the stopping data from the SRIM model
for the same system is shown. The solid blue line shows Se from the SRIM
data. The empty triangle data points show the stopping for the case in which
both the host and the projectile have a valence charge of 12 (W12-W12). The
solid squares show the case of Tungsten projectile with 20 explicit electrons in
the host with 12 electrons (W20-W12). The sold circle data points show the
stopping for W20-W20 case while empty circles data points display W26-W20
case.
W20 is only slightly di↵erent. Again the Se is significantly di↵erent (larger)
in the higher velocity range (v   5.0 a.u.) for W26 in W20 than W20 in W20.
In the low velocity range (v  5.0 a.u.), the three case W20-W12, W20-W20,
and W26-W20 give similar values of the stopping. But when compared to
the SRIM data, our best calculated stopping is underestimated by a factor
8 approximately. The experimental data for the Se of W in W is almost
non-existent. The accuracy of the SRIM model for higher elements is not as
good as for lighter elements [58]. However, the apparent discrepancy between
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our RT-TDDFT results and the SRIM model is still huge. We believe, taking
into account the trend in our results, a major part of this discrepancy can be
compensated by gradually allowing more and more explicit valence charge on






We have implemented a real-time time-dependent density-functional theory
algorithm within the Siesta method. Building on the basic infrastructure
of Siesta we integrate the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations using the
Crank-Nicolson method. Crank-Nicolson integration and other complementary
operations are performed in parallel, allowing for the possibility of simulating
systems of thousands of atoms.
We have systematically studied the di↵erent aspects of the Se of H in
bulk Ge, a representative narrow band gap semiconductor for which good
experimental results are available. We have learned that the electronic
stopping is sensitive to the crystal direction and, in certain directions, to
the choice of impact parameter. A detailed model is needed to average
the calculated Se over di↵erent directions. Similarly to what is known for
insulators, a finite velocity threshold is found in the calculations, in agreement
with what has been observed experimentally. Here the threshold is found to
be much better defined (a strict threshold) than in previous similar studies
of the Se of H in LiF [36], a wide band gap insulator. Careful analysis of
the band structure of bulk Ge indicates that the threshold phenomenon is
connected to the indirect band gap in given crystal directions. Our results
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give further insight into the understanding of the threshold behaviour of the
electronic stopping in materials with a band gap.
We have also study the case of He in Ge. The electronic stopping of He
in Ge is found to have a very strong dependence on the impact parameter
in the low electron density channel. The impact parameter dependence is
related to the change in the local electronic density.
The energy loss to electrons in self-irradiated nickel, a paradigmatic
transition metal, is studied. The electronic stopping power in the range of
keV/A˚ is accurately calculated from first principles. The experimental data
are well reproduced in a projectile velocity range of 1.0  12.0 atomic units.
The core electrons of the projectile are found to open additional dissipation
channels as the projectile velocity increases. The systematic, explicit, and
flexible inclusion of the core states reveals that almost all of the energy loss
is accounted for within this first principles approach. Core electrons as deep
as 2s are treated explicitly and are found to be necessary to account for the
ionic energy loss at relatively high projectile velocities.
The electronic stopping power of self-irradiated W further confirms the
role of core states in accounting for the extremely high electronic stopping
values of the transition and heavy metals.
8.2 Future Outlook
This is, arguably, the first successful calculation of electronic stopping power
in the range of keV/A˚ using a first principles methodology. It establishes
the applicability of first principles methods to the class of materials with
extremely high stopping powers such as transition and heavy metals. This
can be further extended to study the problem of ion energy dissipation and
radiation damage in structural alloys (see Fig. A.3).
In the low velocity regime nuclear stopping power in self-irradiate transition
and heavy metals is significantly larger than the electronic stopping power
(see Fig. A.5). This is the most relevant velocity regime for radiation damage.
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Both the experimentally measured and theoretically calculated electronic
stopping powers may not have been well defined in this regime. We are
working on a scheme to redefine the electronic stopping in this regime by
coupled ion-electron Ehrenfest dynamics to trace the natural trajectories
in contrast to the hyper-channeling conditions (see Fig. A.4). This can be
further extended to compute correct initial forces (see Fig. A.2) for large
scale classical molecular dynamics simulations of the radiation damage.
The optical response of materials is one of the most important response
functions that helps us investigate materials’ structure and properties. It
has been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically [172, 173].
Over the years, optical response has been studied within the linear response
approximation. The basic assumption is that the external perturbation is
rather weak and the excited state does not wear away from the ground state.
Hence, a direct frequency-domain formalism is applied to calculate optical
response and excitation spectra of the system. However, the frequency domain
formalism, as successful as it has been, cannot be applied to systems for which
the external perturbation is rather strong. Non-linear e↵ects are significantly
strong in plasmon dynamics in nanoparticles. RT-TDDFT allows explicit
time domain evolution of the occupied Kohn-Sham states. This approach
inherently includes the non-linear and correlation e↵ects up to the adiabatic
local density approximation (ALDA). Our parallel implementation of RT-
TDDFT within an LCAO formalism makes practical system sizes (thousands
of electrons) computationally accessible.
The accurate computation of forces within Ehrenfest dynamics is a straight-
forward problem when working with plane-wave basis sets. The computational
cost, however, is prohibitively large to simulate systems beyond a few hun-
dred atoms. The RT-TDDFT formalism in an LCAO basis is comparatively
e cient. However, computing the forces within an LCAO formalism is a
slightly complex problem [74, 110] but it would allow simulation of thousands
of atoms.
There are a host of interesting phenomena involving non-adiabatic pro-
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cesses like the non-adiabatic vibrational damping of molecules o↵ metal
surfaces [174, 175] and charge exchange in low-energy ion scattering from
the solid surfaces [147]. The application of first principle approaches like























Figure A.1: The electronic stopping power of Ge in Ge in the [111] direction





































Ni in Ni [111]
Ni in Ni [001]
Ni in FeNi [111]
SRIM
Figure A.3: The electronic stopping power of self-irradiate Ni in two di↵erent
channels is compared with the electronic stopping power of Ni projectile in







































Figure A.4: The change in total Kohn-Sham energy of the electronic sub-
system with atoms of the host are frozen (TDDFT) and allowed to move





























Figure A.5: The electronic stopping power of self-irradiated W with plane-
wave basis and LCAO.
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